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Abstract

This review summarizes different solar thermal energy storage techniques

from a particle technology perspective, including sensible, latent and ther-

mochemical techniques for low- and high-temperature applications that use

particles as the storage medium in the thermal energy storage system. The

focus is on applications, experimental results, modeling and future trends.

This review describes two different particle technologies used to store ther-

mal energy: packed and fluidized beds. The advantages and disadvantages

of both technologies are reviewed throughout different studies found in the

literature for various thermal energy storage systems. Packed beds have

the main advantage of thermal stratification, which increases the efficiency

of solar collectors in low-temperature sensible energy storage systems and

augments the exergy content in the bed. Moreover, they have been proven

to be suitable as dual-media thermocline storage systems for CSP plants.
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In contrast, the high mixing rates of fluidized beds makes them suitable for

the rapid distribution of concentrated solar energy in particle receiver CSP

systems. In addition, their high heat and mass transfer rates, compared

with those of packed beds, make them the preferred particle technology for

thermochemical energy storage applications. This review also notes that

it is important to find new materials with an appropriate size and density

that can be properly used in a fluidized bed. Additionally, more specific

research efforts are necessary to improve the understanding of the behavior

of these materials during the fluidization process and over a high number of

charging/discharging cycles.

Keywords: Energy storage, Packed beds, Fluidized beds, Thermal solar

energy
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1. Introduction1

The use of renewable energies, especially solar energy, requires a storage2

system to equilibrate the mismatch that can occur between the availability3

of the renewable energy and its consumption. There are different ways to4

store solar energy depending on the temperature, the total amount of energy5

to be stored, the storage time (which can vary from a few hours to several6

months) and of course, the final application of the energy. Low-temperature7

solar energy is widely used in building applications, for domestic hot water8

applications (Duomarco, 2015) and for building heating or air conditioning9

(Belmonte et al., 2016). Over the past few years, the production of electricity10

in CSP (Concentrating Solar Power) plants has become of great interest11

to the research community. The most common CSP plants are based on12

large parabolic trough concentrators (Gil et al., 2010), where the maximum13

operating temperature is typically limited to about 400 ◦C to avoid thermal14

decomposition of the oil used as the heat transfer fluid (HTF). Another type15

of CSP plant is based on a field of heliostats that reflect solar beam radiation16

onto a central receiver. This type of plant uses molten salts as the HTF,17

which may allow an increase in the maximum working temperature up to18

565 ◦C (Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al., 2014). Currently, there is great interest19

in developing new HTFs, energy storage materials and technologies that20

permit even greater maximum operating temperatures, up to approximately21

1000 ◦C (Ho, 2017), which result in a higher power plant efficiency.22

Once the solar energy is collected and transferred to an HTF, the energy23

is usually stored in a tank or deposit. The heat storage medium can be24

the same HTF, a different HTF (if an intermediate heat exchanger is used),25

a bed of solid particles or a combination of both. Typically, solid particles26
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store energy in sensible form by increasing their temperature. They can also27

be embedded or filled with a phase change material (PCM), which notably28

increases the energy density of the storage system using latent energy at a29

nearly constant temperature. Another promising alternative is to employ a30

thermochemical reaction (Solé et al., 2015; Aydin et al., 2015; Prieto et al.,31

2016; Yadav and Banerjee, 2016). In this case, the HTF and the solid32

particles undergo an endothermic reaction at a certain temperature. The33

reversible exothermic reaction can release the energy on demand. Sensible34

energy storage systems require large volumes to store large quantities of35

energy. The use of a PCM can double or triple the energy density compared36

with sensible energy systems (Pardo et al., 2014b). A wide variety of PCMs37

have potential use in low- and medium-temperature applications (Cabeza38

et al., 2015), although there are still no commercially available materials39

that can withstand temperatures as high as those reached in CSP plants40

(over 400 ◦C). Thermochemical energy storage can store ten times more41

energy in the same volume (compared with a sensible energy storage system),42

allowing a wide range of temperatures and applications (Pardo et al., 2014b).43

Currently, most studies have focused on finding new materials and reactions44

that can reach a minimum temperature to carry out a power cycle (André45

et al., 2016; Prieto et al., 2016), although low-temperature applications have46

recently attracted much interest (Solé et al., 2015).47

This paper reviews different possibilities for energy storage depending on48

the particle technology employed in the thermal energy storage system. Re-49

gardless of the temperature level (low, medium or high) or the form in which50

the energy is stored (sensible, latent or thermochemical), when particles are51

employed as the storage medium, they can be in a packed (also called fixed)52
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or fluidized bed. In a packed bed, the particles or solids 1 are at rest, and53

an HTF percolates between the voids in the bed. The main characteristic of54

a packed bed is the use of large-sized particles typically ranging from a few55

millimeters up to several centimeters. In gas packed beds, the large size of56

the particles permits the use of high enough fluid velocities to reach turbu-57

lent flow in the fluid without notably increasing the pressure drop. In packed58

beds with air, which is one of the most common fluids used in packed beds,59

the superficial air velocity is typically around 0.1 m/s . us . 1 m/s. The60

lower limit can lead to very low heat transfer rates between the solids and61

the air, whereas the upper limit can lead to an excessive gas pressure drop.62

Figure 1 shows the variation in the minimum fluidization velocity, defined63

as the gas velocity at which the gas pressure drop overcomes the weight of64

the bed, depending on the particle size, assuming spherical particles with65

a typical density ρp = 2600 kg/m3 for two different temperatures, 300 and66

1000 K. The minimum fluidization velocity umf was calculated according67

to Kunii and Levenspiel (1991). For particles larger than approximately 168

mm, the minimum fluidization velocity is always higher than 1 m/s, which69

ensures that the particles in the bed are at rest.70

[Figure 1 about here.]71

Particles under dp ≈ 1 mm can be easily fluidized without very high72

gas flow rates, which ensures a reasonable pumping cost. The fluidization73

process of solid particles strongly depends on the density and size of the74

1In this article, the only difference between “particles” and “solids” is the size. When

we mention “particles” or “granules”, we are referring to small-sized particles dp . 10−2 m,

while “solids” or “capsules” have larger sizes dp & 10−2 m.
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particles. Geldart (1973) defined the fluidization regimes shown in Figure 2,75

which are currently considered to be the standard classification system by76

the fluidization community. Geldart distinguished between four main groups77

of particles. The lower-left side of the diagram shows particle sizes under78

approximately 50µm, which are type C particles. These particles are very79

cohesive and difficult to fluidize. They tend to rise with the plug flow in80

beds with small diameters, or channels are formed from the distributor to81

the bed surface (rat holes), through which the gas can bypass the bed with82

little contact with the particles in beds with large diameters (see Figure 49).83

Type A particles can be easily fluidized with low gas velocities and form84

small bubble sizes for high gas velocities. Greater particle diameters than85

those corresponding to the Geldart A classification lead to type B particles,86

which are characterized by vigorous bubbling and mixing and are typically87

associated with the growth of large bubbles along the bed height. Finally,88

type D particles have a mean particle size dp & 1 mm, which is the lower89

particle size limit for packed beds, as mentioned in Figure 1. Type D parti-90

cles are difficult to fluidize because very large bubbles appear at the top of91

the bed and the pumping cost to fluidize these large particles is very high.92

Therefore, type D particles are used in packed beds or, alternatively, are93

fluidized in a spouted bed. In this type of fluidization process, the gas is94

introduced to the bed through a small orifice in the center of the base of the95

bed. Spouted beds “... appear to achieve the same purpose for coarse par-96

ticles as fluidization does for fine materials ...’ ’ (Epstein and Grace, 2011).97

Figure 2 also shows a color map for the minimum fluidization velocity. For98

Geldart C, A and B particles, the minimum fluidization velocity is always99

under 1 m/s, which ensures a reasonable pumping cost during the fluidiza-100

tion process. In contrast, in Geldart D particles, the minimum fluidization101
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velocity notably increases with particle size and density. Table 1 summarizes102

the main characteristics and differences between packed and fluidized beds,103

depending on the type of particle.104

[Table 1 about here.]105

[Figure 2 about here.]106

The original Geldart diagram was obtained for air at ambient conditions.107

Grace (1986) extended Geldart’s classification scheme to other gases and for108

a wide range of temperatures and pressures. Grace’s diagram for gas-solid109

contactors is represented by the following non-dimensional particle diameter110

and superficial gas velocity:111

d∗p = dp

[
ρg g (ρp − ρg)

µ2
g

]1/3

(1)

u∗s = us

[
ρ2
g

µg g (ρp − ρg)

]1/3

(2)

Figure 3(a) shows the regions of different particle types according to Gel-112

dart’s classification and the minimum fluidization and terminal velocities of113

the particles. Figure 3(b) shows the typical regions where different particle114

reactor types operate. Circulating bed and transport reactors operate with115

velocities above the terminal velocity of the particles, because in these types116

of reactors the solids are continuously in motion. These types of reactors are117

not used for thermal energy storage applications. Spouted and moving beds118

are contained in the region with minimum fluidization velocity and large-119

sized particles. The area under the minimum fluidization curve, colored in120

gray, corresponds to the region in which packed beds operate, whereas the121

region between the minimum fluidization and the terminal curves in the re-122

gion of A-B particles, which is also highlighted in gray, corresponds to the123
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region in which conventional fluidized beds operate. The regions marked in124

gray are the regions of interest in this review.125

[Figure 3 about here.]126

Although most fluidized bed applications use a gas, typically air, as127

the fluidizing agent, it is also possible to use a liquid, such as water, for128

example. Nevertheless, the behavior of a liquid-fluidized bed is completely129

different than that of a gas-fluidized bed. When a liquid is used to fluidize130

particles, once the velocity overcomes the minimum fluidization velocity,131

the bed expands, increasing its voidage in a homogeneous manner (Epstein,132

2003). Consequently, as the liquid velocity is increased, the voidage also133

increases up to the terminal velocity limit. Grace (1986) also represented in134

a diagram the different regions observed in packed and fluidized beds using135

the non-dimensional variables d∗p and u∗s. This diagram is represented in136

Figure 4. The area under the minimum fluidization curve corresponds to137

the region of the packed bed. Once the superficial liquid velocity is reached,138

the bed tends to expand, increasing the voidage until the maximum limit139

ε = 1, which coincides with the terminal velocity curve.140

[Figure 4 about here.]141

The differences between packed and fluidized beds, in addition to their142

different particle sizes and gas velocities, are summarized in Table 2. One of143

the main differences between the two particle technologies, which is of pri-144

mary importance for thermal energy storage applications, is the temperature145

distribution in the bed. In a packed bed, the temperature distribution in the146

bed is stratified, which is a major advantage for solar systems, as the fluid147

that is pumped to the solar collectors comes from the lower-temperature148
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region of the packed bed, increasing the efficiency of the collector. Rosen149

(2001) showed that in a packed bed with the same energy content, its exergy150

content increases with stratification. A packed bed with a sharp thermal151

front, has a higher exergy content that the same bed with a lower ther-152

mal gradient in the thermocline region or a well mixed bed, because during153

the discharging process the HTF can be extracted at a higher temperature154

(higher exergy content) for longer periods of time. In contrast, fluidized155

beds are characterized by high mixing rates, which tend to produce a uni-156

form temperature distribution in the bed and therefore reduce the exergy157

content. The high mixing rates of fluidized beds are favorable for thermo-158

chemical reactions because the risk of hotspots is minimized and the kinetic159

of the chemical reactions is improved. (Solé et al., 2015).160

[Table 2 about here.]161

This paper reviews the different works published in the literature that162

use either packed or fluidized beds as a medium for solar thermal energy163

storage. The review covers all the different forms of thermal energy storage,164

sensible, latent and thermochemical, as well as a wide range of temperature165

applications, from low-temperature applications used for heating, ventilation166

and air conditioning (HVAC) in buildings to high temperatures used in CSP167

plants. The main goal of this review is to compare technologies and to clearly168

define the advantages and disadvantages of packed and fluidized beds that169

make a particle technology more appropriate for a certain application.170
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2. Packed beds171

2.1. Sensible energy storage.172

2.1.1. Low-temperature applications and experiments.173

This subsection covers the current state of research in the field of low-174

temperature energy storage using air-based solar energy systems, based on175

the sensible energy stored in the thermal mass (ρp · cp) of solid materials176

when their temperature is varied. More precisely, this subsection focuses177

on applications in which the temperature range of the application ranges178

from near ambient to values corresponding to low-pressure steam (in the179

range of 100-150◦C). In such applications, solar energy can be provided by180

nonconcentrating collectors, such as flat plate solar air heaters (SAHs). In181

recent years, in such temperature range, greater attention has been paid182

to liquid-based solar energy systems because of their higher energy density183

(e.g., the thermal mass of rocks is between one-third and one-half of that184

of water), as well as the better thermal properties of liquid HTFs compared185

with those of air from a heat transfer standpoint (e.g., water has a 4-times-186

higher specific heat and 24-times-higher thermal conductivity than air). As187

a consequence, greater storage volumes and pumping operation costs should188

be expected from solar air-based systems compared with liquid-based sys-189

tems. Nevertheless, low-temperature air-based solar systems are sometimes190

preferred over liquid-based systems because they offer some advantages (Alk-191

ilani et al. (2011); Tyagi et al. (2012); Saxena et al. (2015)), for example,192

SAHs are relatively simple in construction and are in general cheaper than193

liquid flat collectors, with high reliability for summer or winter operation.194

The majority of applications (except for those in which a liquid is necessary,195

such as for domestic hot water (DHW) applications) do not require the use196
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of additional heat exchangers, and hence, lower SAH outlet temperatures197

are required for operation, which increases the SAH collection efficiency and198

solar utilizability (Oztop et al. (2013); Duffie and Beckman (2013)); as air199

is used as the HTF, problems of boiling or freezing, which water or water200

solutions suffer, are avoided. Additionally, the corrosion and leakage of air201

are not major concerns when dealing with air-based systems.202

203

Different solid materials can be used to store sensible heat in air-based204

solar energy systems. The review of Singh et al. (2010) described the most205

common materials. Table 3 lists the solid materials proposed by the au-206

thors, including water as a reference for comparison. Among them, because207

of their high availability and consequently low cost, pebbles and rocks (listed208

as stones in the table) are the most typical.209

210

[Table 3 about here.]211

A typical rocks bed storage consists of an insulated container filled with212

rocks of sizes typically ranging between 0.01 and 0.05 m and a screen in213

the lower part of the storage bed to support the weight of the packed bed.214

Packed bed storage units are sized according to the load requirement and215

should be proportional to the collector area. Typical values found in the lit-216

erature (Duffie and Beckman (2013); Singh et al. (2015); Dincer and Rosen217

(2011)) recommend storage volumes per unit of collector area from 0.15 to218

0.35 m3/m2. These values are much greater than those used for solar liquid219

systems, which are usually between 0.05 and 0.18 m3/m2. Typical design220

parameters for solar air-based systems are shown in Table 4. This table also221

includes solar liquid system parameters for comparative purposes.222
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223

[Table 4 about here.]224

Packed bed storage units usually have two (or more) openings, one in225

the upper part and one in the lower part of the storage bed, to promote226

thermal stratification. In operation, solar energy is supplied to the stor-227

age bed (charging) by hot air from the SAHs, increasing the temperature228

of the rocks. During this period, the airflow circulates downward through229

the rock bed, entering the storage unit though the upper opening so that230

the rocks near the top opening were heated first, leaving the storage bed by231

the opening located at the bottom, which is connected to the solar collector232

inlet ductwork. When solar energy collection is zero or small (early morn-233

ing, late afternoon and during non-sunny hours), the heat recovery process234

(discharging) may be activated, in which the load-side fans blow cold air235

from the load (a building, industrial process, etc.) to the rocks bed storage.236

This air stream enters the storage bed through the opening at the bottom,237

passing upward though the rocks, leaving from the upper opening, where it238

is then supplied to the highest temperature level in the storage bed. In this239

manner the buoyancy effects maintain the shape of the thermal front and240

the bed has a high degree of temperature stratification. Figure 5 plots simu-241

lation results obtained using the program TRNSYS R© (Klein et al. (2017)),242

which illustrate this concept, showing the main operation temperatures of a243

rock bed storage unit during a four-day operation period in winter. In this244

figure, TOutletSAHs
represents the outlet temperature from the SAH, while245

TRocksTop
and TRocksBottom

are the temperatures of the rocks near the upper246

and lower openings of the storage, respectively. Additionally, the left axis247

represents the ambient outdoor temperature, TAmbient. The right axis repre-248
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sents the airflow rates at the solar- and load-side loops, denoted in the figure249

as V̇SAHs and V̇Unload, respectively. These flow rates occur during charging250

(V̇SAHs > 0) or discharging periods (V̇Unload > 0), as this technology, in251

contrast with liquid storage systems, does not allow the simultaneous addi-252

tion and recovery of heat. This figure also shows how during the charging253

period, the rocks at the top level are heated first, while the rocks at the254

bottom maintain lower temperatures. This improves the SAH efficiency, as255

the collector inlet temperatures are lower, and reduces the auxiliary energy256

needed to meet the load during the heat recovery period, as the rocks in the257

upper level are the warmest. It is also shown in the figure that a uniform258

temperature over the entire storage volume is only achieved when it is fully259

discharged at night.260

261

[Figure 5 about here.]262

An example of a basic air-based solar system is reproduced in Figure 6263

(Duffie and Beckman (2013)). This schematic shows how the packed bed264

storage unit may link the solar resource (hot air from SAHs) and load (a265

building, industrial process, etc.) sides of the system in a very simple way266

without the need of additional heat exchangers, as air acts as the HTF and267

can be directly supplied to the load, permitting greater operational flexibil-268

ity of the system and increasing the utilization of the solar energy, which is269

intermittent and highly variable in nature.270

271

[Figure 6 about here.]272

There is a wide variety of low-temperature applications in which this273
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storage technology can be used, such as in greenhouses to store part of its274

heating needs, which will extend the cultivation period of agricultural prod-275

ucts and thus increase their productivity. An example of this application276

can be found in the work of Ozturk and Bascetincelik (2003). In this work,277

the authors studied the energy and exergy performance of a greenhouse with278

a floor area of 120 m2, heated by a solar system with 27 m2 of SAHs using an279

underground packed bed storage unit of 7.2 m3 filled with volcanic stones.280

Another related application is in the field of agricultural crop drying. A281

number of works can be found in the literature with the aim of achieving ef-282

ficient drying process for long periods of time for different agricultural prod-283

ucts, such as onions, apples, grapes or pepper, using different system con-284

figurations (Atalay et al. (2017); Abu-Hamdeh (2003); Fohr and Figueiredo285

(1987); Tomar et al. (2017); Jain (2005); Helwa and Abdel Rehim (1997)).286

Figure 7 shows an example configuration for this application, in which the287

trays for crop drying are located above the packed bed storage unit, which288

stores the thermal energy from hot air blown from the greenhouse during289

sunny hours to provide heating during non-sunny periods.290

[Figure 7 about here.]291

Another example configuration of a solar dryer integrated with a packed292

bed unit was proposed and experimentally tested by Atalay et al. (2017).293

The studied system, which was designed for drying apple slices, consisted294

of a drying cabin containing 10 trays, a heat recovery system, 3 SAHs with295

an area of 2 m2 each and a packed bed thermal storage unit containing ap-296

proximately 2000 kg of pebbles to provide greater stability and continuity297

to the drying process. The studied drying system was able to dry 7 kg of298

apple slices in 5 to 6 hours through 12 experiments conducted in August299
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and September under weather conditions typical for Turkey.300

301

Packed bed storage units can also be integrated in buildings for DHW or302

space heating or cooling applications (Duffie and Beckman (2013); Ahmed Ghoneim303

(1989)) to store part of their heating or cooling needs. An example of a solar304

air system integrated with a packed bed storage unit, capable of providing305

part of the DHW, space heating and cooling needs, is reported in the work306

of Karaki et al. (1977). The authors presented experimental data gathered307

during operation of the Colorado State University House II (CSU II House)308

solar air system integrated with a packed bed unit during the heating season309

of 1976-77. This solar system had a solar field with a net area of 64.1 m2
310

of conventional SAHs and a nearly cubic storage unit containing 10.2 m3
311

of pebbles with sizes between 2 and 4 cm. This system required an air-to-312

water heat exchanger to preheat the DHW. For year-round operation, two313

fans were necessary, one for heating the building and a second for cooling,314

which also supplied hot air to the DHW preheat tank. A summary of the315

most relevant operating data obtained during several months of the heating316

season is plotted in Figure 8. The tested solar air system was able to deliver317

large solar energy contributions from the DHW and meet the space heating318

demand of the building. The delivered solar energy represented solar frac-319

tions between 52 and 91 % in the case of DHW and between 53 and 86 %320

of the space heating needs. Solar fraction is defined as the ratio of the solar321

contribution to the load divided by the load.322

323

[Figure 8 about here.]324

Finally, although it is more difficult to find, this storage technology can325
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also be used in solar desiccant systems to allow operation during hours of326

inadequate solar radiation (Duffie and Beckman, 2013).327

328

2.1.2. Operation of a thermocline tank329

This subsection focuses on CSP storage systems, in which the thermal en-330

ergy in the HTF is used to heat a packed bed of solid particles. Most packed331

bed systems have a single tank that acts as a thermocline, so that the tank332

contains both HTF hot and cold reserves and a filler material compatible333

with the HTF, which provides sensible heat capacity at a reduced cost. A334

thermocline storage system is considered to be a low-cost storage system335

alternative to active two-tank systems, as they use molten salt as a liquid336

storage medium, so that the volumes of hot and cold liquid are maintained337

in separate tanks. Bayon and Rojas (2013) established that the cost of the338

tanks and the molten salt inventory domines the two-tank storage system339

cost. Thus, thermocline tanks have the advantages of using one tank instead340

of two tanks and having a lower volume of Solar Salt than two-tank systems341

(Kolb, 2011), being the cost of thermocline tanks approximately 2/3 the342

cost of a two-tank system for parabolic trough power plants (Pacheco et al.,343

2002). Moreover, Rodŕıguez et al. (2016) concluded that direct thermocline344

systems enable a reduction in the capital investment of 41.6 %, while this345

figure was 25.3 % for indirect systems (with an intermediate heat exchanger346

between the solar collection and the storage systems).347

Figure 9 shows the temperature profile inside a conventional rock-filled348

thermocline tank. Hot salt is stored at the top of the tank and is withdrawn349

during the discharge process to generate steam. Cold salt is stored at the350

bottom of the tank and exits the tank floor during the charge process to351
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be heated in the solar receiver. During charging, the hot HTF from the352

collection field enters the tank at the top, flowing down and transferring353

the heat through the porous bed, and leaves from the bottom of the tank,354

so that the heat-exchange region moves downward until the tank is filled355

with hot HTF. For the discharge process, the flow is reversed, so that the356

cold HTF enters the tank at the bottom, and is heated as the fluid flows up357

through the porous bed, until the heat-exchange region climbs to the top of358

the tank. The operation of the CSP plant entails a minimum threshold tem-359

perature (Tdischarge,cut-off) for the molten salt extracted from the tank during360

discharging that is useful for steam generation, and a maximum threshold361

temperature (Tcharge,cut-off) during charging to prevent overheating inside the362

receiver. Both temperature limits result in an intermediate thermal dead363

zone that cannot exit the thermocline tank.364

[Figure 9 about here.]365

In order to evaluate the degree of stratification of a thermocline tank,366

Zavattoni et al. (2015) defined the stratification efficiency by,367

ηstr =
∆Sfully-mixed −∆Sreal

∆Sfully-mixed −∆Sstratified
(3)

where ∆Sreal is the entropy change of a real system, with respect to the368

initial dead-state, ∆Sstratified is the entropy change of a perfectly stratified369

TES (a packed bed with two adiabatically-separated regions, the one at the370

high temperature at the top and that at low temperature at the bottom)371

and ∆Sfully-mixed is the entropy change of a fully mixed TES (considering372

the entire volume of the packed bed at the average temperature). According373

to the proposed definition, a stratification efficiency close to unity indicates374
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that the real TES is operating with a sharp thermal stratification, and conse-375

quently the thermal energy is stored at the highest thermodynamic quality.376

The particle size has a notable influence on the thermal front (White,377

2011; White et al., 2014, 2016). For small particles, the heat transfer area378

between the HTF and the particles augments, and the length of the thermo-379

cline region is reduced. This fact reduces the irreversibility associated with380

the heat transfer. In contrast, the pressure drop of the HTF along the bed381

increases when the particle size is reduced, and the irreversibility associated382

with this pressure drop augments. As a consequence, there is an optimum383

particles size that minimizes the sum of both effects. For example, White384

et al. (2014) fixed a particle size of 10-20 mm to avoid an excessive pressure385

loss in a thermocline tank with argon as HTF.386

2.1.3. High-temperature applications and experiments.387

The most common liquid materials used for thermal storage in CSP388

plants are molten salts, as they present high thermal capacity, high thermal389

stability at high temperatures, low vapor pressure, low viscosity for reduc-390

ing the pumping costs, high thermal conductivity, non-flammability and391

non-toxicity (Nunes et al., 2016; Pelay et al., 2017; Srivastva et al., 2017).392

The two leading candidates are the binary mixture Solar Salt, consisting393

of 60% NaNO3 and 40%KNO3, and the ternary mixture HitecXL, formed394

by 48%Ca(CO3)2, 7% NaNO3 and 45%KNO3 (Gil et al., 2010). Solar Salt395

has the highest thermal stability (600 ◦C), the lowest cost, and the highest396

freezing point (221 ◦C), whereas HitecXL has the advantage of presenting397

a lower freezing point at 133 ◦C, but its thermal stability is limited to 500398

◦C (Kearny et al., 2003). According to Zhao and Wu (2011) and Kearney399

et al. (2003) the cost of the Solar Salt was 0.5 $/kg and 1.1 $/kg for the400
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HitecXL. The major obstacle of the molten salt is its high freezing point,401

which demands increased operation and maintenance requirements. Zhao402

and Wu (2011) reported a novel ternary salt mixture of KNO3, LiNO3 and403

Ca(CO3)2 with a low melting temperature below 100 ◦C, and Wang et al.404

(2013) presented a quaternary salt consisting of a mixture of LiNO3, KNO3,405

NaNO3 and NaNO2 with a freezing point at 100 ◦C and a higher heat ca-406

pacity than both Solar Salt and HitecXL.407

In a thermocline tank, the liquid HTF and the filler bed are in direct408

contact, so the materials must be chemically compatible. The ideal filler409

material must be inexpensive, widely available and non-hazardous; have a410

high heat capacitance and a low void fraction to reduce the amount of liquid411

required; and be compatible with the salt. Pacheco et al. (2002) tested the412

compatibility of some materials with both Solar Salt and HitecXL. They413

concluded that both taconite pellets and quartzite rock presented acceptable414

behavior under thermal cycling conditions typical of a thermocline system.415

In the experiments, they added filter sand to reduce the void fraction in the416

thermocline tank.417

Sensible heat storage in a packed bed of rocks is especially suitable in418

air-based central receiver CSP plants, which uses air as the HTF. Therefore,419

a heat exchanger between the HTF and the storage tank is not necessary,420

and the operating temperature constraints due to chemical instability of the421

HTF or the rocks are eliminated. However, higher air mass flow rates and422

larger surface areas are needed due to the lower volumetric heat capacity and423

thermal conductivity of air compared with those of other proposed HTFs424

(Hanchen et al., 2011).425

For air-based central receiver CSP plants, Fricker (2004) studied the426

storage efficiency and cost of different ceramic bodies for high-temperature427
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storage up to approximately 800 ◦C. They concluded that a packed bed of428

ceramic saddles has the lowest cost and the highest net capacity as a function429

of gross storage capacity, followed by a packed bed of ceramic spheres.430

Meier et al. (1991) measured the transient behavior of magnesium silicate431

rock as the storage material at 550 ◦C during the charging process, and the432

results showed a fairly well-stratified temperature distribution.433

Furnas (1930) experimentally studied the heat transfer process from a434

stream of air to a bed of iron balls at temperatures up to 750 ◦C for differ-435

ent particle sizes, temperatures and flow rates, and they concluded that the436

heat transfer coefficient increases with temperature and gas velocity and437

decreases for higher particle diameters. Nsofor and Adebiyi (2001) used438

cylindrical pellets of zirconium oxide as the heat storage material to mea-439

sure the convective gas-pellet heat transfer coefficient in a packed-bed. The440

correlation developed is valid for temperatures up to 1000 ◦C and Reynolds441

numbers between 50 and 120.442

Thermal oil is another liquid that has been employed as storage fluid443

in CSP plants. However, due to its higher cost in comparison to molten444

salt, commercial parabolic through power plants that work with thermal oil445

in the solar field, employ molten salt as the storage media in a two-tank446

system. Dual-media thermoclines, consisting of a packed bed of rocks and447

thermal oil, have been proposed as an alternative to reduce the cost of the448

storage system in plants where the oil is intended to be used both in the449

solar field and the storage system. For example, Bruch et al. (2014) built450

an experimental test loop to study the charging and discharging process451

of a dual-media TES system of rocks and sand and thermal oil, where the452

maximum inlet temperature of the thermal oil was 300 ◦C. In their exper-453

iments, 250 thermocouples installed inside the tank along the radial and454
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axial directions allowed to check the transversal temperature uniformity,455

with maximum temperature differences of 15 ◦C at a given axial position456

for the highest mass flux tested. In this manner, the one-dimensional as-457

sumption made in their numerical model was corroborated. Additionally458

they proposed a new approach, experimentally verified, for the application459

of the Ergun equation (Ergun, 1952) to calculate the pressure drop in a bed460

made of a mixture of sand and rocks of different particle size. Moreover,461

the model proposed was verified with experimental data, concluding that462

to represent accurately the experimental behavior, the thermal capacity of463

the tank wall needs to be considered in the model, what is done typically464

through the inclusion of an equivalent density in the solid energy equation,465

that accounts for the additional mass of the wall.466

2.1.4. Numerical modeling: description.467

Modeling the thermal performance of a packed bed storage unit is a468

complex task because of the complex heat transfer and fluid transport phe-469

nomena involved. When using a stream of low-temperature air (or other gas)470

as the HTF, some simplifications can be assumed without significant loss of471

accuracy. Although all heat transfer mechanisms are present during heat472

exchange between the air stream and the particles, they do not contribute473

equally, and the heat transfer process is mainly dominated by the convection474

term due to the low thermal conductivity of air. Radiation, as well as heat475

conduction within a particle (intra) and between particles in direct contact476

(inter), usually do not play an important role in heat exchange and are thus477

negligible in most models (Jalalzadeh-Azar et al., 1996). For this reason,478

the shape and size of particles, as well as their position and orientation in479

relation to the airflow direction (as these factors are responsible for the tur-480
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bulent flow behavior), are major factors in analyzing heat transfer (Singh481

et al., 2009) in a packed bed with a low-temperature gas as the HTF.482

483

The first attempt to model packed beds was by Anzelius (1926) and484

years after by Schumann (1929), with the development of the “Schumann485

model”. Anzelius (1926) presented the solution for the temperature differ-486

ence between both phases whereas Schumann (1929) extended the previous487

work of Anzelius (1926) obtaining the solutions for the temperatures of the488

gas and solid. This model is a two-phase continuous model that neglects489

thermal diffusion in both phases, i.e., the interparticle conduction and the490

energy stored in the gas phase. This last simplification is acceptable when491

air is used as the HTF because its thermal capacity is several orders of mag-492

nitude lower than that of solids. To ensure energy balance between the fluid493

and particles, both equations can be mathematically coupled by a common494

convection heat transfer term. One important limitation of the Schumann495

model, which was treated in detail by various authors years later, is that496

it does not take into consideration the internal heat conduction within the497

solid particles. For this reason, this method is only considered adequate for498

low Biot numbers. The Biot number is defined as:499

Bi =
h dp
kp

(4)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and the500

external surface of the capsule or granule, dp is the characteristic particle501

size and kp is the thermal conductivity of the particles.502

For practical purposes, some authors (Singh et al. (2009); Xu et al.503

(2012a); Esence et al. (2017)) have established a limit for the application of504
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the two-phase continuous model to Biot numbers less than 0.1. A different505

approach to model the behavior of packed beds is to extend the validity range506

for applications of lumped capacitance methods based on zero-dimensional507

(0D) models (only valid for small Biot numbers, as they are based on the508

assumption that the temperature of the particle is only a function of time)509

to greater Biot numbers. Following this approach, Xu et al. (2012a) de-510

veloped an interesting method capable of accurately predicting the thermal511

behavior of storage units and compared their results to analytical results.512

The model proposed by the authors showed good agreement with analytical513

results for a wide range of Biot numbers up to Bi = 100. In this study, the514

authors proposed a novel approach by modifying the expressions for both515

the heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and particles and the Biot516

number of the storage unit, presenting formulas for the effective expressions517

(for both the heat transfer coefficient and Biot number) that could be used518

in the lumped capacitance method to include the intraparticle heat conduc-519

tion effect. However, the analytical approaches mentioned above, although520

useful, were still not able to reproduce the long-term thermal response of521

solar energy systems operating under real conditions, characterized by ar-522

bitrary time-dependent inputs (such as solar radiation, temperature, etc.);523

therefore, the integration of packed beds in more complex and realistic sys-524

tems required the use of numerical techniques.525

526

In packed beds at high temperature, the main difference from low-temperature527

modeling is the ability to account for radiative heat transfer between the528

HTF and the particles, which is neglected for low-temperature applications.529

Another important aspect is the thermal energy stored in the HTF within530

the tank. For packed beds with air as the HTF, the energy stored in the531
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gas is several orders of magnitude lower than that stored in the solids and is532

thus usually neglected, as in the Schumann model. In contrast, when using533

a liquid as the HTF, because its heat capacity is similar to that of the solids534

in the bed, this term must retained in the energy balance equations. Addi-535

tionally, the Biot number cannot be below 0.1 in some cases, depending on536

the heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and the solids. The thermal537

conductivity of the liquids is higher than that of air, although the liquid538

usually flows in the bed at lower velocity, which reduces the heat transfer539

coefficient. For cases where Bi > 0.1, interparticle conduction should be540

taken into account in the model.541

Apart from simple packed bed tanks, in recent years, work on the thermal542

modeling of tanks for high-temperature applications has focused on predict-543

ing the performance of thermocline tanks. Thermocline storage tanks for544

CSP plants have been simulated as packed bed systems. Most of the numer-545

ical models of thermocline tanks solve the heat transfer between the HTF546

and the filler by considering a volumetric interstitial heat transfer coefficient547

calculated from empirical correlations. Commonly, the solid filler is treated548

as a dispersed phase embedded in a continuous HTF phase, so the effective549

thermal conductivity of the HTF-filler mixture is obtained from empirical550

correlations. There are different correlations in the literature for both, the551

interstitial heat transfer coefficient (Gupta et al., 1974; Wakao et al., 1979;552

Dixon and Cresswell, 1979; Achenbach, 1995) and the effective thermal con-553

ductivity (Yagi and Kunii, 1957; Yagi et al., 1960; Krupiczka, 1967; Elsari554

and Hughes, 2002; Van Antwerpen et al., 2010; Suárez et al., 2017). De-555

pending on the author, some discrepancies can be observed. For example556

Wakao et al. (1979) observed discrepancies in the heat transfer coefficient up557

to a factor of 4. Nevertheless, the use of different correlations for both the558
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interstitial heat transfer coefficient and the effective thermal conductivity559

from the literature was studied by Xu et al. (2012b), concluding that the560

predictive thermal performance is relatively insensitive to the correlation561

chosen.562

2.1.5. Numerical modeling: results for low-temperature applications.563

Using a numerical approach to model heat transfer within a packed bed,564

Kuhn et al. (1980) applied a finite-difference method to numerically ap-565

proximate the differential equations of the two-phase continuous model for566

the fluid and bed temperature. They concluded that the simplified model567

proposed by Hughes et al. (1976) (commonly known as the “infinitive-NTU568

method” or the “Single-Phase Model”), based on the assumption that the569

temperatures of the particles and air at any point in the bed are equal,570

produced essentially the same results as the two-phase continuous model571

for the majority of situations, while requiring much lower computing costs.572

Such situations in which the “infinitive-NTU method” was fully applicable573

without significant loss of accuracy were defined by Hughes et al. (1976) as574

those in which the corrected values of NTU (NTUc) proposed by Jeffreson575

(1972) were much greater than ten, which in practice, corresponds to the576

majority of packed bed units. Using a finite-difference method, other sim-577

ilar approaches can be found in the literature, such as that developed by578

Mumma and Marvin (1976), which proposed a simplified one-dimensional579

heat transfer model to solve the transient response of the packed bed.580

581

Saez and McCoy (1982) developed a basic numerical model that could582

be implemented in a programmable calculator of that year. Compared with583

the experimental and analytical results, the proposed method was able to584
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accurately reproduce the axial heat dispersion and intraparticle heat con-585

duction in a packed bed.586

587

Singh et al. (2015) proposed a simplified numerical model, which demon-588

strated good agreement with experimental tests conducted in a packed bed589

heat storage system containing 8500 kg of pebbles with an equivalent di-590

ameter of 5 cm. The authors reported that the discrepancy between the591

predicted and experimental hot air temperatures exiting the bed varied by592

±10% during the tests.593

594

To optimize the storage design and propose guidelines for the adequate595

sizing of energy storage units, many researchers have noted the inevitable596

trade-off between enhanced thermal performance and increased pressure597

drop related to the cost of pumping air through the packed bed. Zavattoni598

et al. (2015) and White et al. (2016) analysed and quantified the different599

exergy losses that occur in packed beds. To improve the exergy efficiency of600

packed beds with sensible energy storage, different works proposed to seg-601

ment the bed into different layers to promote thermal stratification through-602

out the bed. Crandall and Thacher (2004) showed that dividing the bed into603

different segments and with an appropriated control scheme, stratification is604

preserved, getting higher temperatures during the discharging process than605

those achieved in a conventional bed.606

Several works can be found in the literature (Maaliou and McCoy (1985),607

Choudhury et al. (1995), Singh et al. (2006), Singh et al. (2013), Webb608

(1979), Agrawal et al. (2018)) that report that the storage geometry, rock609

size and shape, void fraction and airflow rates are the main parameters to610

consider in the design process to achieve an acceptable solution between the611
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minimum friction factor (related to air pumping costs) and the maximum612

heat transfer coefficient (related to the thermal performance). In this direc-613

tion, Maaliou and McCoy (1985) optimized, from an economic standpoint,614

the main operating parameters of a cylindrical storage containing steel and615

rock spheres, namely, its bed length, diameter, airflow rate, diameter of the616

particles and collection time. A similar study was conducted by Choudhury617

et al. (1995) for a storage bed with a square cross-sectional area by includ-618

ing the total energy stored in the storage unit in the economic optimization619

process. Singh et al. (2006) treated the trade-off between the thermal perfor-620

mance and pressure drop comprehensively, reporting an extensive number621

of correlations for the Nusselt number and friction factor as function of622

Reynolds number (Re), airflow rate (V̇ ), sphericity (ψ) and void fraction623

(ε) for different shapes. Table 5 reports the range of variation of the input624

variables considered in their work. Years later, these authors, in a different625

work (Singh et al. (2013)), discussed in more detail the thermo-hydraulic626

relations in packed beds among temperature stratification, thermal perfor-627

mance, void fraction, and the shape and packing arrangement of the parti-628

cles in the bed by studying particles with different sphericity (from perfect629

spheres (ψ = 1) to rectangular blocks with ψ = 0.65) and concluded that630

spheres with the minimum void fraction (ε = 0.275 when packed in rhombo-631

hedral arrangement), exhibited the largest thermal stratification associated632

with the highest Nusselt numbers, demonstrating a strong correlation be-633

tween them. In this work, the best hydraulic behavior, that is, the minimum634

friction factor, was achieved when cubic particles (with sphericity ψ = 0.8)635

with the largest void fraction (ε = 0.48) were tested. Considering both ther-636

mal and hydraulic effects, the authors, using the parameter defined by Webb637

(1979), which combines both terms in a single parameter, concluded that638
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the spheres with the lowest void fraction give the best packing arrangement.639

640

[Table 5 about here.]641

2.1.6. Numerical modeling: results for high-temperature applications.642

Flueckiger et al. (2014) developed a one-dimensional simplified model643

for incorporation in a system-level model of a 100 MWe power tower plant644

to investigate the storage performance during long-term operation. The re-645

sults showed that the annual plant capacity factor was increased to 0.531646

due to the inclusion of a molten-salt thermocline tank which was sized to647

provide 6 h of thermal energy storage. As shown in Figure 10, power pro-648

duction is sustained each day after nighttime shutdown of the solar receiver.649

In addition, an excellent year-long storage effectiveness exceeding 99% was650

obtained, which is due to the short duration of standby periods when the651

flow is stagnant inside the tank.652

Pacheco et al. (2002) developed a numerical one-dimensional model based653

on Schumann’s equations, considering that fluid and packed bed particles654

have different temperatures and neglecting heat conduction in the fluid,655

heat exchange between the packed bed particles and thermal losses to the656

environment. They concluded that the thermal capacity obtained from the657

numerical model showed good agreement with the results obtained from a658

pilot-scale test. Kolb and Hassani (2006) developed a model of the Saguaro659

solar parabolic trough plant based on the TRNSYS simulation system, in-660

cluding a thermocline storage tank. This model allowed thermal conduction661

between control volumes and included thermal losses to the environment,662

so that the results show good agreement with the Solar One data recorded663

during a discharge test and during a multi-day cool down of the tank (Faas664
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et al., 1986).665

[Figure 10 about here.]666

However, one of the problems associated with dual-media thermocline667

tanks is the thermal ratcheting caused by the cyclic charge and discharge668

processes. During the charge half-cycle, the steel tank shell expands and669

the filler particles collapse to fill the extra volume in the tank. During the670

discharge half-cycle, the steel tank shell cannot recover its original shape671

due to the resistance posed by the rearranged filler, which results in a grad-672

ual increase in the mechanical stress in the steel tank shell over repeated673

operation cycles. Flueckiger et al. (2011) developed a multi-dimensional674

two-temperature computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model in FLUENT,675

which included the energy transport in the wall, to obtain the maximum676

thermomechanical stress used to predict thermal ratcheting under different677

heat loss conditions. Hoop stresses are determined by the magnitude of678

the temperature fluctuation, and thus, thermal ratcheting can be reduced679

by maximizing the insulation between the steel shell and the filler region.680

Because CFD models require high computational cost to simulate a ther-681

mocline tank, considering transient state operation, a simplified dual-phase682

model that includes unsteady heat transfer through a multi-layer wall was683

developed by Fernandez-Torrijos et al. (2017), which was validated against684

the CFD results. They studied the influence of the molten salt flow rate685

on the thermal response of the steel shell and concluded that the normal-686

ized stress decreases as the Reynolds number increases because there is not687

enough time for the wall to be affected by the cyclic molten salt fluctuations688

for high Reynolds numbers, as shown in Figure 11.689

[Figure 11 about here.]690
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Bayon and Rojas (2013) developed a single-phase one-dimensional model691

for characterizing the behavior of thermocline tanks, which was validated692

against experimental data found in the literature (Faas et al., 1986; Pacheco693

et al., 2002). They proposed a design equation to obtain the minimum tank694

height that ensures the maximum theoretical efficiency of the thermocline695

tank, given the tank diameter, temperature interval, storage medium and696

thermal power.697

Zhao et al. (2017) used a one-dimensional enthalpy-based dispersion-698

concentric model, to study the operation of a TES system composed of so-699

lar salt and different solid-filler layers configurations, including both sensible700

materials and PCMs. The simulations conducted investigate the effect of the701

partial charge/discharge of the tank on the storage capacity of the system.702

Although in the majority of studies focused on packed beds in solar systems,703

the packed bed storage is considered to accomplish a full charge/discharge704

cycle as the outlet temperature reaches specified cut-off values, real oper-705

ation typically entails partial charges caused by a lack of energy collection706

(e.g. as may occur in cloudy days) and partial discharging, due to low de-707

mand of power generation. According to their results, the introduction of708

partial charging-releasing cycles led to significant variations in the energy709

storage and release capacity in the subsequent full charging-releasing cycles710

performed afterwards.711

Anderson et al. (2014) measured charging and discharging cycles of a712

packed bed of alumina particles, using air as HTF. The experiments were713

used to validate a two-phase model, which included the thermal losses to the714

surroundings. According to model results, wall losses have a strong effect715

on the temperature profile and can be mitigated by using a shorter vessel,716

increasing the flow velocity, increasing the heat capacity of the solid, or low-717
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ering the overall heat transfer coefficient of the vessel walls. In a different718

work, the authors (Anderson et al., 2015) proposed a one-phase model that719

assumes thermal equilibrium between the fluid and the solid phases and720

solves the energy equation for the packed bed, insulation and vessel con-721

sidering axial and radial temperature variations. The one-equation thermal722

model can be adopted when the thermal conductivity and thermal capacity723

of the solid are high compared to those of the heat transfer fluid, which is724

the case for the air/alumina system presented. Using the model, the effect725

of temperature-dependent thermophysical properties is studied, concluding726

that even at a narrow range of operation the temperature dependence of the727

alumina and air properties need to be accounted to obtain accurate results.728

Zanganeh et al. (2012) built a pilot-scale storage tank made of concrete729

and filled with pebbles, that was used to validate a numerical model. To730

this end, a 110 h charging experiment with air at 550 ◦C was conducted. The731

tank had a truncated cone shape to make use of the lateral earth pressure,732

for reducing the normal force on the walls during the thermal expansion of733

the rocks by guiding them upwards and to reduce the wall losses due to the734

higher volumen-to-surface ratio on the top of the tank, where the temper-735

ature is highest. The quasi-one dimensional two-phase heat transfer model736

formulated was used to simulate the behavior of a storage tank of rocks and737

air for the temperature range from 20 to 650 ◦C. The energy balance equa-738

tion was written in terms of the enthalpy for the fluid phase and in terms739

of the internal energy for the solid phase, to account for the temperature-740

dependent solid and fluid properties. Since the fluid was a gas, the radiation741

exchange between the particles and between the particles and the walls was742

considered. Moreover, the pressure drop in the packed bed was calculated743

using the equation presented by Ergun (1952), but conveniently modified744
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to include a buoyancy term. According to the analysis of Zanganeh et al.745

(2012), the thermal losses were under 0.5 % and the outflow temperature746

during discharging process remained over 590 ◦C.747

White et al. (2016) numerically studied a packed bed filled with a gas and748

performed an exergy optimization of the system. The authors calculated the749

different exergy losses in the packed bed and concluded that the efficiency is750

maximized when the thermal losses, associated to the irreversibilities in the751

heat transfer process between the gas and the particles, the pressure drop752

losses and the conductive losses, that occur when the heat is conducted down753

the temperature gradient within the thermal front, are balanced. White754

et al. (2016) also observed that the use of segmented reservoirs can reduce755

the minimum loss between 25 and 50 % and suggested that adjusting the756

ratio between the height and the diameter of the bed, the minimum loss757

can also be reduced. McTigue and White (2016) also proposed a segmented758

packed bed for a Pumped Thermal Energy Storage (PTES) system, where a759

heat pump works between two temperature levels, established by the energy760

stored in two separated packed beds. When necessary, the energy stored761

is transformed into electricity by a heat engine. The authors demonstrated762

that segmentation reduces the conductive losses during the charging process,763

increasing the efficiency and the total energy stored per cycle.764

Several simulation works have been dedicated to study the effect of differ-765

ent parameters, such as fluid flow rate, tank height or solid particle size, on766

the performance of thermocline tanks. To study the influence of molten-salt767

flow rates on the efficiency of a thermocline thermal storage system, Yang768

and Garimella (2010b) developed a multi-dimensional two-temperature com-769

putational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to simulate mass, momentum and770

energy transport inside a molten salt thermocline tank, which did not include771
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heat losses through the tank wall. The discharge efficiency of a thermocline772

tank was defined in this work as the ratio between the useful energy re-773

covered during discharging, which is the energy retrieved above a certain774

temperature level, and the total energy initially stored in the thermocline775

tank. They concluded that the efficiency decreases for higher Reynolds776

numbers, as increasing the Reynolds number reduces the slopes of the tem-777

perature profiles in the heat-exchange zone, so that the high-temperature778

zone is reduced.779

Later, Yang and Garimella (2010a) studied the effects on the heat trans-780

fer and fluid flow of a non-adiabatic tank wall, considering a wall Nusselt781

number of 1.6 × 105. Comparing the results obtained for adiabatic and782

non-adiabatic wall boundaries of thermocline tanks, the flow field in adia-783

batic thermoclines was uniformly distributed, whereas that in non-adiabatic784

thermoclines showed distorted streamlines. Although the overall tempera-785

tures were lower in non-adiabatic thermoclines, the decrease in the outflow786

temperature was larger at small Reynolds number because higher Reynolds787

numbers result in lower discharge periods. They concluded that the dis-788

charge efficiency increases with the Reynolds number in a non-adiabatic789

thermocline, in contrast to the behavior of an adiabatic thermocline. In-790

terestingly, for a non-adiabatic tank with a modest wall Nusselt number,791

the discharge efficiency first increases and then decreases as the Reynolds792

number increases, as shown in Figure 12. The initial increase indicates that793

the increased discharge time has a dominant influence on the discharge ef-794

ficiency, whereas the subsequent decrease shows that the expansion of the795

heat-exchange zone caused by the increase in Reynolds number has a more796

important effect on the efficiency.797
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[Figure 12 about here.]798

Flueckiger and Garimella (2012) studied the influence of the internal799

granule diameter and external convection losses on the tank performance,800

and they concluded that the use of smaller filler particles can greatly increase801

the discharge efficiency, as the heat-exchange region is narrower for smaller802

particles, which yields higher outflow temperatures during discharge. The803

same conclusion was reached by Zanganeh et al. (2015b), who simulated the804

charging and discharging processes of a TES unit containing rocks using air805

at high temperature as HTF. The results showed that the outlet temperature806

at the end of the discharging process increased when the rock diameter807

decreased due to the higher heat transfer coefficients between the solid and808

the fluid.809

For air-based central receiver CSP plants, Hanchen et al. (2011) devel-810

oped a 1D two-phase transient model, which considers uniform-temperature811

particles, neglects radiation heat transfer and heat conduction in the fluid812

phase, and accounts for heat loses through the walls. The model was vali-813

dated against the experiments of Meier et al. (1991). The authors studied814

two different scenarios: i) a tank, initially at ambient temperature, was815

charged for 6 h and then discharged for the same period of time (single816

charge/ discharge cycle) and ii) a series of consecutive 6-h charge and 6-h817

discharge daily cycles until the steady state will manifest itself (continu-818

ous operation). Different behavior in terms of the charging, discharging819

and overall efficiency and capacity ratio are observed for the two scenarios820

considered. For the continuous operation of the tank (at the 20th cycle),821

they concluded, that high air mass flow rates lead to superior capacity ratio822

(amount of energy stored compared to the theoretical maximum energy that823
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can be stored when the solid material in the tank reaches the input temper-824

ature of the air stream). The overall efficiency (ratio of recovered energy for825

a single charge/discharge cycle to the input and pumping energy) showed a826

maximum at intermediate flow rate.827

Concerning the effect of the tank height, Hanchen et al. (2011) observed828

a decreased in the capacity ratio and a moderate increase in the overall829

efficiency with increasing tank height. This last effect was attributed to the830

lower losses of the hot fluid leaving the tank during charging, due to its lower831

temperature associated with the longer tank length832

2.2. Latent energy storage with PCMs.833

The use of PCMs in solar energy storage systems has two main advan-834

tages over traditional sensible energy storage systems: first, they increase835

the energy density of the storage system by augmenting the energy stored in836

the same volume or reducing the volume required to store the same amount837

of energy and second, PCMs are able to store large amounts of energy at a838

nearly constant temperature. Some applications require the solar energy to839

be stored at lower temperatures than those reached in sensible storage sys-840

tems. A typical example is a simple solar facility for DHW. This application841

requires water to have a maximum temperature of approximately 45–50 ◦C.842

A simple solar facility can reach temperatures of approximately 80–90◦C in843

summer. Therefore, the water has to be mixed with cold water prior to its844

final use. This process is very inefficient from an exergy point of view.845

When using a PCM in a packed bed, it must be encapsulated, typically in846

a spherical geometry. Due to the change in volume that a PCM suffers during847

phase change, it is necessary to not completely fill the encapsulation with848

PCM because the walls of the container can be damaged and the PCM can849
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leak out when it is in liquid form. Several authors explained and reviewed850

the different methods and processes of PCM encapsulation (Wei et al., 2017;851

Navarro et al., 2017; Yataganbaba et al., 2017; Milián et al., 2017).852

2.2.1. Low-temperature applications and experiments.853

As previously mentioned, packed beds with sensible energy storage typ-854

ically use air as the HTF. Rady (2009a,b) and Izquierdo-Barrientos et al.855

(2013, 2016b) experimentally and numerically studied the performance of a856

packed bed filled with a commercial granular PCM from Rubitherm (www.rubitherm.eu,857

2017) with air as the HTF. This granular material consists of a porous ma-858

trix with embedded paraffin. The SiO2 matrix gives mechanical support to859

the paraffin, maintaining the paraffin inside the solid matrix even when it860

is in the liquid state. This material is used commercially in a wide range of861

low-temperature applications (between -10 and 90 ◦C) and with two differ-862

ent particle sizes: a finer grade, with particles between 0.2 and 0.6 mm, and863

a coarser grade, with diameters between 1 and 3 mm. The smaller grade is864

composed of Geldart B particles, which are more suitable for a bubbling flu-865

idized bed, while the larger grade is composed of Geldart D particles, which866

are more suited for use in a packed bed (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2016d).867

Rady (2009a) experimentally studied the materials GR27 and GR41 (the868

number represents their approximate phase change temperature in degrees869

Celsius) in a column with an internal diameter of 45 mm and a test section870

height of 200 mm, and they developed a simple two-phase numerical model871

for the heat transfer process. Rady (2009a) concluded that the correct deter-872

mination of the phase change characteristics of the material and the voidage873

of the bed are the main parameters that affect the results of the numerical874

model. Other parameters, such as the particle-to-fluid heat transfer coeffi-875
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cient and the axial dispersion have a negligible impact. Izquierdo-Barrientos876

et al. (2016b) used materials with a higher transition temperature (GR50877

and GR80), which they were tested in a facility of larger dimensions than878

that used by Rady (2009a), with an internal bed diameter of 200 mm and879

tested height of 200 mm. The authors developed a numerical model, which880

in non-dimensional form, can be used with the same numerical scheme for881

either sensible or latent energy storage. Their model also includes the energy882

stored in the walls of the bed and heat losses to the surroundings. Under883

their experimental conditions, they observed that the energy stored in the884

walls of the bed represents 8.2 % of the energy stored in the granular PCM.885

Figure 13 shows the experimental data obtained by Izquierdo-Barrientos886

et al. (2016b) using the material GR50 and an air flow rate of 250 L/min,887

together with the numerical model results. Good agreement is observed888

between them. They also analyzed the influence of the air flow rate and ob-889

served that the numerical model fits better with the experimental data for890

low flow rates because the heating rate of the process is similar to the slow891

heating rate (≈ 0.5 ◦C/min) of the DSC measurements used to determine892

the temperature-enthalpy curve of the granular material.893

[Figure 13 about here.]894

Rady (2009b) also studied the possibility of mixing two granular PCMs895

with two different transient temperatures in different proportions. Rady896

(2009b) mixed GR27 and GR41 in ratios between mGR27/mGR41 = 0.2 and897

5.0. The conclusions of the work indicate that the optimum mixing ratio to898

maximize the exergy efficiency of the system is around mGR27/mGR41 ≈ 1,899

independent of the Reynolds number.900

With air as the HTF, Arkar and Medved (2005) experimentally study a901
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packed bed of a PCM, but they did not use granular materials; instead, they902

filled the bed with 5-cm-diameter spheres filled with RT20 paraffin from Ru-903

bitherm (www.rubitherm.eu, 2017). The bed had a diameter of 34 cm and904

a height of 152 cm. The air flow rate was between 50 and 220 m3/h. They905

experimentally measured the temperature along the bed as well as inside906

the two spheres. They compared the experimental data with numerical re-907

sults from a simple two-phase model and concluded that the best agreement908

between the experiments and the model for the apparent specific heat was909

measured at a heating rate of 0.1 K/min, which was the nearest value to the910

slow heating rate of their experiments. Beasley et al. (1989) also experimen-911

tally studied 2.1-cm-diameter polypropylene spheres filled with paraffin wax912

in a packed bed with air as the HTF. They compared the experimental data913

with two different models, one with constant temperature during the phase914

change and other with rising temperature during the melting process. Both915

models agree well with the corresponding experimental data. Karthikeyan916

et al. (2014) numerically studied the influence of different parameters on the917

performance of a packed bed with air. The packed bed consisted of spherical918

capsules filled with paraffin. They varied the size of the spheres between 6919

and 10 cm, the air inlet temperature of the bed between 67 and 80 ◦C, the air920

flow rate between 0.05 and 0.015 kg/s and the effective thermal conductivity921

of the bed between 0.4 and 2 W/(m K). They observed that the charging922

time is more influenced by the air inlet temperature than by the ball size923

or the mass flow rate in the ranges tested in their work. Karthikeyan et al.924

(2014) also concluded that an increase in the equivalent thermal conductiv-925

ity of the bed beyond 1 W/(m K) does not improve heat transfer because926

the dominant resistance is associated with air convection.927

The ability of the PCM to maintain a fairly constant outlet tempera-928
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ture for the HTF during discharging is advantageous for applications such929

as the drying of agricultural crops. For this purpose, Esakkimuthu et al.930

(2013) performed experiments using a solar-based dryer consisting of a solar931

air heater, a packed bed composed of a PCM storage tank and a drier. In932

that system, the PCM was HS58, because its melting point was suitable933

for the drying process, which required hot air at approximately 55 ◦C. The934

PCM was contained in spherical capsules 75 mm in diameter. The authors935

concluded that the selection of a PCM with a suitable phase change tem-936

perature prevented overheating of the air during the peak sunshine hours937

due to the absorption of heat by the PCM at a constant temperature and,938

consequently, reduced the spoilage of food products due to excessive heating.939

Other authors proposed the integration of a packed bed energy storage940

system into a solar collector. For example, recently, Arfaoui et al. (2017)941

experimentally studied a novel solar air heater integrated with an latent942

energy storage system, which consists of two rows of 156 spherical particles943

filled with a PCM with a transition temperature of 27 ◦C. The diameter of944

the spheres is approximately 7.5 cm. During the sunny hours of the day,945

the system provides a flow of heated air and, at the same time, stores part946

of the energy absorbed in the PCM capsules. This stored energy can be947

released during the non-sunny hours of the day. Figure 14 shows the results948

of the instantaneous powers absorbed, carried out by the gas stream (useful949

heat) and stored in the bed, during a typical day. The charging period is950

from 09:00 to 17:00. The system maintains a nearly constant power carried951

out by the gas stream until 07:00 the next day.952

[Figure 14 about here.]953

In addition to the extensive studies using air as the HTF, packed beds954
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with spherical capsules filled with a PCM have also been studied for domestic955

hot water applications, using water as the HTF. Nallusamy et al. (2007) and956

Nallusamy and Velraj (2009) carried out experiments by varying different957

operating conditions in a 48-L storage tank. A total of 264 spherical capsules958

5.5 cm in diameter filled with paraffin max were placed in the tank. The959

resulting voidage was approximately 0.5, which indicates that half of the960

tank stored energy in sensible form by increasing the water temperature and961

the other half stored latent energy in the spheres during the phase transition962

of paraffin. In their experimental study, Nallusamy et al. (2007) carried out963

experiments under two different conditions: first, with a controlled water964

inlet temperature in the tank and second, with the tank directly connected965

to flat solar collector, which results in a variable source. They varied the966

mass flow rate (between 2 and 6 L/min) and the inlet temperature of the967

water (between 66 and 70 ◦C). They observed a notable decrease in the968

charging time during the phase change process of the PCM, whereas the969

reduction in the charging time was negligible when the bed temperature was970

less than the phase change temperature of the PCM. Increasing the mass971

flow rate notably reduced the charging time under various source conditions972

(connected to the solar collector) due to the large amount of energy absorbed973

by the water in the collector. An increase in the mass flow rate from 2974

L/min to 6 L/min reduced the charging time from 200 min to 140 min.975

Under constant inlet temperature conditions, an increase in the mass flow976

rate did not reduce the charging time because, over the range tested, the977

flow was in the laminar regime and the major thermal resistance was in the978

PCM capsules. Nallusamy and Velraj (2009) studied two different voidages979

in the bed 0.5 and 0.61. They observed a reduction in the charging time980

(a reduction of 18 % for a mass flow rate of 6 L/min) due to the lower981
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mass of the PCM in the storage system. An increase in the voidage led to982

a reduction in the interstitial fluid velocity and, consequently, a reduction983

in the capsule-water heat transfer coefficient. Thus, the reduction in the984

charging time was not proportional to the increase in the voidage. Figure 15985

shows the temperature evolution in the center of the bed for voidages of 0.49986

and 0.61, where a reduction in the charging time is observed. This figure987

also shows a notably reduction in the phase change time in both cases of988

approximately 60 minutes for ε = 0.49 and 30 minutes for ε = 0.61.989

[Figure 15 about here.]990

Saitoh and Hirose (1986) proposed the use of a heat pump system in991

parallel between a packed bed with a PCM heated by a conventional solar992

collector and the final systems for heating a building. In this way, the heating993

pump can compensate the supercooling problems observed when using salt994

hydrates as the PCM for the capsules of a packed bed. Figure 16 shows how995

the PCM maintains the COP of the system at an approximately constant996

at value of four over two hours.997

[Figure 16 about here.]998

Mao (2016) reviewed the different geometrical parameters in the TES999

that helps to improve the performance of the system. Mao (2016) concluded1000

that, for packed beds with encapsulated PCMs, the geometrical parameters1001

of the storage system can significantly affect the heat transfer rate. Sev-1002

eral research works can be found in the literature that vary the geometrical1003

parameters with the aim of reducing the charging times. The authors also1004

highlighted that trends in packed beds are towards TES containing encap-1005

sulated PCMs.1006
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2.2.2. High-temperature applications and experiments.1007

For medium-temperature applications, phase change materials have been1008

employed in packed bed storage units, one of the most promising being1009

a solar thermal power plant powering an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)1010

to be used in small- and medium-scale systems (from kilowatts to a few1011

megawatts). Manfrida et al. (2016) simulated the operation of a solar power1012

plant consisting of a solar field of parabolic through collectors, which fed1013

both the evaporator of a basic ORC and two storage tanks filled with en-1014

capsulated spheres of a PCM installed in parallel. A dynamic simulation1015

(over 1 week) of the system was conducted using TRNSYS, coupled with1016

the transient model of the latent heat storage tank developed in EES. Ery-1017

thritol (C4H10O4), which has a melting temperature of 117 ◦C, was chosen1018

as the PCM and was encapsulated in 4-cm-diameter spheres, and pressur-1019

ized water was used as the HTF (15 bar). The simulation showed that, due1020

to the heat storage system, the ORC plant could generate almost constant1021

power over the period studied.1022

PCMs have also been investigated for application in the storage systems1023

of CSP plants. However, a major drawback in using PCMs is their low1024

thermal conductivity, which causes high thermal resistance to heat transfer1025

during the charging and discharging period. Encapsulation of the PCM1026

in small capsules, forming a packed bed, can overcome this limitation by1027

increasing the surface heat transfer area between the PCM and the HTF. In1028

molten salt storage tanks, dual-media thermocline tanks have been proposed1029

to reduce the cost of the storage system, as part of the more costly molten1030

salt is replaced by a low-cost particulate granular material. Moreover, only1031

one tank is needed instead of the two tanks employed in commercial molten1032
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tank storage systems (one for hot and one for cold molten salt), as previously1033

discussed in detail in Section 2.1.3.1034

A proposed design modification for reducing the tank size by increasing1035

the energy density is the replacement of the internal filler rock with an encap-1036

sulated PCM (Flueckiger and Garimella, 2014). Smaller tanks are desired,1037

as the tank height is constrained by the bearing capacity of the underlying1038

soil, while a large tank diameter increases the potential for maldistribution1039

of the fluid flow inside the porous bed. System-level simulations of a 100-1040

MWe-power tower tank were conducted by Flueckiger and Garimella (2014)1041

to evaluate the performance of a PCM to replace quartzite rock in a dual-1042

media thermocline tank of Solar salt (60 wt.% NaNO3, 40 wt, % KNO3),1043

operating between 300 ◦C and 600 ◦C. To facilitate direct comparison, a hy-1044

pothetical encapsulated PCM filler with a density, specific heat, and ther-1045

mal conductivity equivalent to those of quartzite rock was considered. The1046

model results revealed that the use of a single PCM as the filler material1047

did not provide a substantial increase in the plant’s capacity factor, and in1048

fact, at some of the melting temperatures tested, this ratio decreased. For1049

low-melting-temperature filler materials, the tank stored more energy than1050

a quartzite-filled tank, but at such low temperatures, this additional latent1051

heat is not viable for steam generation, as the threshold temperature that1052

qualifies as useful for steam generation is higher than the melting temper-1053

ature. High melting temperatures can support steam generation, but only1054

a portion of the filler material undergoes a phase change during charging,1055

limiting the utilization of the latent heat. However, an alternative design,1056

referred to as a cascade latent heat thermocline tank, consisting of a struc-1057

ture composed of three layers of PCM with different melting temperatures1058

was proposed, which yielded a 9.7 % increase in the annual power output1059
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relative to a quartzite-filled tank of the same dimensions. If the objective1060

were to match the annual power plant output achieved with sensible heat1061

material filler, the cascaded latent heat tank proposed should have a diam-1062

eter 16 % lower. However, the extra cost related with the PCM and the1063

more sophisticated fabrication processes need to be taken into consideration1064

to evaluate whether they can be effectively compensated by the increased1065

plant revenue and the lower initial costs with the storage size reduction.1066

Wu et al. (2014) developed a transient one-dimensional dispersion-concentric1067

model to simulate the cyclic operation of a molten salt packed bed TES sys-1068

tem using spherical capsules. Two different cascaded systems of three (C3)1069

and five layers (C5) of PCMs with different phase change temperatures were1070

studied and compared with a system with a single PCM (non-cascaded sys-1071

tem, NC) over the temperature range of 290 ◦C to 390 ◦C (see Figure 17).1072

They concluded that the system with non-cascaded PCM capsules may be1073

inappropriate for use in TES systems utilizing a liquid as the HTF. In con-1074

trast, the cascaded system with five layers showed a shorter charging time,1075

higher charging ratio (ratio of the amount of heat storage during the charg-1076

ing period to the total storable energy provided by the hot molten salt) and,1077

at the same time, a low discharging time. Nevertheless, the authors noted1078

that the discharging process should be optimized for a given application be-1079

cause it depends on the Tdischarge,cut-off and the phase change temperature1080

of the materials. The reported conclusions are explained by the fact that1081

even if a prior investigation (Wu et al., 2016) recommended the selection of1082

a material with a high phase change temperature, as it provides a longer1083

time with a high enough molten salt outlet temperature to support steam1084

generation and higher discharging efficiency (ratio of the useful discharge en-1085

ergy to the total energy initially stored), this configuration does not utilize1086
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the latent heat inside the tank completely. This can be seen in Figure 18,1087

which shows that after 5 h of charging the tank, most of the PCM cap-1088

sules in system C5 were completely melted, while only the PCM capsules1089

in the region between 12 and 14 m were completely melted in the NC system.1090

1091

[Figure 17 about here.]1092

[Figure 18 about here.]1093

Alternatively, for cascaded PCM configurations, Galione et al. (2015)1094

simulated the behavior of a multi-layered solid PCM packed bed, in which1095

layers of a low-cost solid material (quartzite rock and sand) were com-1096

bined with layers of PCMs with different phase change temperatures and1097

molten salt as the heat transfer fluid, with an operation temperature in1098

the range of 290 ◦C–390 ◦C. In this design, a layer of PCM with a phase1099

change temperature in the admissible temperature range for discharging1100

([Tdischarge,cut-off − Th]) was placed at the top end of the tank, while a layer1101

of PCM with a phase change temperature in the admissible temperature1102

range for charging ([Tc − Tcharge,cut-off]) was placed at the bottom end of1103

the tank. Between them, one or more layers of solid material and eventu-1104

ally a layer of PCM with a transition temperature outside the admissible1105

temperature ranges for charging and discharging were included. Figure 191106

gives a comparison of some of the different filler configurations. The three1107

configurations shown in Figure 19, present a layer of PCM on top of the1108

tank with a melting temperature of 380 ◦C, which is slightly lower than the1109

charging temperature (390 ◦C). Configurations C1 and F1 are able to pro-1110

vide stable outflow temperatures during the discharging process to be close1111
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to the charging temperature. However, this is not the case for configuration1112

D1, since there is a thick layer of PCM in the middle zone, with a melting1113

temperature of 340 ◦C, which acts as a thermal buffer maintaining the tem-1114

perature of the molten salt close to this melting point. Thus, the presence1115

of the other PCM with a higher temperature (380 ◦C) at the exit of the tank1116

is not enough to stabilize the outflow temperature. The same behavior is1117

observed for the outlet temperature of the molten salt withdrawn from the1118

bottom of the tank during the charging process. While configurations C11119

and F1 are able to keep this temperature in the admissible range of 290 ◦C-1120

305 ◦C for a longer duration, configuration D1 exhibits a charging process1121

that lasts one hour less, reached when the outlet temperature rises above the1122

Tcharge,cut-off = 305 ◦C. The results of the simulations showed that although1123

prototype F1 presented the highest energy storage and exergy flow (differ-1124

ence between the exergy exiting and entering the tank with the fluid), the1125

ratio of stored energy to storage capacity was only 65 %, with 61 % of the1126

PCM effectively changing phase. In contrast, a different concept, prototype1127

C1, stored approximately 87% of the energy stored by prototype F1 but1128

presented a higher ratio of stored energy to storage capacity (77 %) and a1129

similar exergy flow. Additionally, it employed only 40 % of the mass of the1130

PCM and 79 % of the mass of the confined HTF of those in prototype F11131

(which were replaced by a low-cost solid material), leading to a lower-cost1132

storage system.1133

1134

[Figure 19 about here.]1135

Liao et al. (2018) compared the thermal performance of a 100 MWh1136

packed bed containing only rocks and with rocks and a layer of PCM on the1137
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top of the bed to maintain a more stable outflow temperature during the1138

discharging process. As established by the previous authors, they remarked1139

the importance of the proper selection of the cut-off temperatures for the1140

charging or discharging processes because if they are not proper selected,1141

the PCM can even reduce the storage capacity of the TES.1142

Zanganeh et al. (2015a) also combined sensible heat material and PCM1143

in a packed bed with air as the HTF in the temperature range of 25 ◦C -1144

700 ◦C for CSP applications. A 42 kWhth lab-scale prototype 40 cm in di-1145

ameter and 1.68 m in height was fabricated, containing a 9-cm-high layer1146

of encapsulated phase change material (AlSi12) on top of a 127-cm-high1147

packed bed of sedimentary rock with a mean diameter of approximately 31148

cm. AlSi12, which melts in the range of 573 ◦C–577 ◦C and has a heat of1149

fusion of 466 kJ/kg, was encapsulated in AISI316 tubes with a 16-mm inner1150

diameter and 1-mm wall thickness. An experimental facility was used to1151

validate a two-phase transient heat transfer model of the thermal storage1152

cycle. The experimental results showed that although the outflow tempera-1153

ture during discharging initially drops faster for the tested prototype than1154

for the same tank filled entirely by rocks, after approximately 70 min of1155

discharging, the temperature of the “rocks only” setup dropped below that1156

of the “rocks + PCM” setup. In this manner, the outflow air temperature1157

was stabilized at around the melting temperature of AlSi12. According to1158

the authors, the benefit of the propose prototype is that, regardless of if1159

the downstream application is a steam or gas turbine, the temperature sta-1160

bilization allows the turbine to operate at its design point. On the other1161

hand, if the downstream application is a chemical process, stabilization may1162

be crucial because it can ensure that the outflow temperature stays above1163

the required reaction temperature. In another study, (Geissbühler et al.,1164
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2016) conducted an efficiency and cost assessment of the described concept.1165

The experimentally validated model was used to compare the performance1166

of the combined sensible-latent heat storage design with a conventional sen-1167

sible heat storage unit consisting of a packed bed of rocks. The systems were1168

studied for application in two industrial-scale storage units: the industrial-1169

scale packed bed storage in Ait Baha, Morocco, and the molten salt storage1170

of the Andasol CSP plant. The sensible and combined storage configurations1171

were compared in terms of the normalized maximum outflow temperature1172

drop during discharging,1173

∆̃T d,max =
Tc,in − Td,out,min

Tc,in − Td,in
, (5)

which is a parameter that should be minimized, as the temperature of the1174

HTF entering the power block has a direct impact on the efficiency of the1175

power block. Figure 20 shows a comparison of the steady cycling outflow1176

temperature during discharging for the sensible reference configuration and1177

a combined storage tank (rocks with a layer of PCM on the top) both with1178

the same height and volume. It can be observed that after an initial decrease1179

of the temperature, in which the PCM is cooled to its melting temperature,1180

the combined storage can deliver heat maintaining almost constant the out-1181

let temperature. This temperature drop can be reduced by two different1182

methods. For the combined storage it can be reduced by increasing the1183

amount of PCM on the top of the packed bed of rocks while it is kept con-1184

stant the tank height, and hence reducing the amount of rocks accordingly.1185

On the other hand, for the sensible heat storage configuration, the tempera-1186

ture drop can be reduced by increasing the height of the tank and therefore1187

its volume. According to Yang and Garimella (2013) a shorter tank has a1188
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shorter heat-exchange zone, as at steady state this region occupies nearly1189

the entire height of the storage. As a shorter heat exchange zone provides1190

a smaller distance for the fluid to be completely heated or cooled, which1191

results in a larger temperature difference between the filler and the fluid,1192

greater heat transfer rates between the phases. The larger temperature dif-1193

ference results in a larger entropy change, leading to a more significant loss1194

in the quality (i.e. temperature) of the available thermal energy, that is the1195

stratification efficiency (Equation (3)) would be lower. Sensible and com-1196

bined storage units at steady cycling conditions and with the same charging1197

and discharging times were compared, in terms of their exergy efficiency and1198

specific material cost, as a function of the maximum temperature drop dur-1199

ing discharging. It should be noted that the temperature drop is controlled1200

by increasing the tank height in the sensible heat storage and therefore units1201

with different height and volume are compared. In their study, Geissbühler1202

et al. (2016) showed that the reduction in the maximum temperature drop1203

during discharging upon increasing the height of the sensible bed resulted1204

in a significant decline in exergy efficiency due to an increase in the thermal1205

losses and pumping work resulting from the increased tank height. In con-1206

trast, the exergy efficiency of the combined storage is maintained above the1207

limit of 95 % of the exergy efficiency, independent of the maximum tempera-1208

ture drop during discharging. This exergy efficiency limit, together with the1209

cost of the storage system being below 15 $/ kWhth, a maximum charge time1210

of 6 h and minimum discharge period of 6 h, meets the target established1211

by the U.S. Department of Energy’s SunShot Initiative to make CSP cost1212

competitive with other sources of power-generation technologies. Moreover,1213

the material costs per net energy output of the combined storage option1214

are lower than those of the sensible heat storage unit, because even if the1215
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PCM and encapsulation are costly, the required volume is very low, and this1216

compensates for the increase in cost of the sensible storage unit resulting1217

from the higher height needed to keep the output discharge temperature at1218

a high level.1219

[Figure 20 about here.]1220

While low-temperature PCM encapsulation techniques are highly devel-1221

oped, the encapsulation of high-temperature PCMs for solar thermal plants1222

requires other methods than the use of the polymeric shells usually employed1223

at low temperatures. Gimenez-Gavarrell and Fereres (2017) summarized the1224

shell materials used in the literature to encapsulate different types of high-1225

temperature PCM (nitrates, chlorides and metals) and proposed borosilicate1226

glass as an alternative shell material, which was compatible to both steam1227

(HTF) and inorganic salts or metals (core material), with melting temper-1228

atures in the range of 300 ◦C–400 ◦C, to be used for latent heat storage in1229

direct steam generation (DSG) solar thermal plants. In a proof-of-concept1230

study, spherical capsules 20 mm in diameter were fabricated and tested in1231

an experimental rig. According to the authors, although the possibility of1232

mass production and the fragility of the borosilicate shell capsules need to1233

be further investigated, the tested capsules showed mechanical and thermal1234

stability over 10–15 cycles. PCM capsules were also experimentally tested1235

by (Bellan et al., 2015) in a latent heat packed bed with air as the heat1236

transfer fluid. In this case, spherical capsules approximately 3 cm in diam-1237

eter of a molten salt PCM were encapsulated in a shell made of polymer1238

using a non-vacuum encapsulation technique. The deformation experiments1239

showed that the capsules did not collapse after 2200 thermal cycles.1240
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2.2.3. Numerical modeling: description and results.1241

Numerical modeling of packed beds with PCMs have been widely stud-1242

ied. Different authors have proposed different numerical models for predict-1243

ing the thermal behavior of such beds. The majority of models published1244

in the literature can be cataloged into two main groups: concentric disper-1245

sion models (Karthikeyan and Velraj, 2012; Oró et al., 2013; Karthikeyan1246

et al., 2014; Bhagat and Saha, 2016) and continuous phase models (Beasley1247

et al., 1989; Arkar and Medved, 2005; Rady, 2009a; Wu and Fang, 2011;1248

Bellan et al., 2014; Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2016b). Different reviews1249

have explained in detail the equations of both types of models (Ismail and1250

Stuginsky Jr, 1999; Xia et al., 2010; de Gracia and Cabeza, 2016). Con-1251

centric dispersion models typically solve the energy equation for the fluid1252

phase flowing through the bed as well as the transient conduction equation1253

within the capsules containing the PCM. Therefore, it is possible to deter-1254

mine the properties (typically, temperature and liquid fraction) of the PCM.1255

In contrast, continuous phase models treat the phases (fluid and capsules1256

or granules) as two interpenetrating media and two continuous phases. In1257

this case, the temperature and liquid fraction of the PCM is obtained as a1258

function of the axial position in the bed and time. Both models are physi-1259

cally correct, although depending on the latent energy storage system, the1260

dimensions of the capsules containing the PCM and the heat transfer fluid,1261

one model may be more accurate. One of the main parameters to consider1262

when choosing the model, as mentioned previously for packed beds with1263

sensible energy storage, is the Biot number, defined in Equation (4).1264

Traditionally, for heat transfer problems, a practical limit of Bi < 0.11265

is set to render the thermal gradient inside the solid negligible. Therefore,1266
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packed beds composed of spheres or capsules several centimeters in diame-1267

ter can reach high Biot numbers, and the concentric dispersion model may1268

be more appropriate. Regarding the heat transfer fluid, when using air, the1269

heat transfer coefficient h is typically one order of magnitude lower than that1270

of water (Karthikeyan and Velraj, 2012) for the same mass flow rate, so with1271

the same particle size, the Biot number with air is always smaller than that1272

with water. For this reason, when using air and granulates a few millimeters1273

in diameter, the two-phase continuous model reproduces the experimental1274

data (Rady, 2009a; Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2016b). Karthikeyan and1275

Velraj (2012) compared two different two-phase continuous models (regard-1276

less of the axial thermal conduction), and a concentric dispersion model1277

solves the thermal gradient inside the particles. Figure 21 shows a com-1278

parison of two continuous phase models (with and without conduction in1279

the solid phase) and a concentric dispersion model, along with experimental1280

results for two different air flow rates, 0.05 and 0.015 kg/s. The authors1281

did not observe differences between model 1 (continuous phase model with-1282

out conduction in the solid phase) and model 2 (with conduction). The1283

experimental data were obtained for spheres 7 cm in diameter filled with1284

paraffin max. For these experimental data, the Biot numbers were 7.5 and1285

4.7 for air flow rates of 0.05 and 0.015 kg/s, respectively. In both cases,1286

the concentric dispersion model fit the experimental results better, though1287

the differences between the models reduced as the Biot number decreased.1288

Figure 22 summarizes the numerical results obtained by Karthikeyan and1289

Velraj (2012) when using air and water as the HTF and varying the sphere1290

size (50, 70 and 100 mm) and the mass flow rate (0.05 and 0.015 kg/s).1291

This figure compares the charging times at a bed height of X/L = 0.2. It is1292

clearly observed that the differences between the models are smaller when1293
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using air as the HTF. The low thermal conductivity of air allows it to ob-1294

tain lower Biot (Bi . 10) numbers than water. When reducing the size of1295

the spheres, the Biot number generally decreases, though not in the same1296

proportion because the heat transfer coefficient increases (Karthikeyan and1297

Velraj, 2012). In general, the lower the Biot number, smaller the difference1298

between the models.1299

[Figure 21 about here.]1300

[Figure 22 about here.]1301

2.3. Thermochemical energy storage.1302

In thermochemical energy storage, the energy is stored through a re-1303

versible reaction, which can be expressed in a general form as follows (Solé1304

et al., 2015):1305

A + HEAT⇔ B + C (6)

During the charging process, heat is supplied to the endothermic reaction1306

to produce two new compounds, which can be stored, even at ambient tem-1307

perature, without thermal losses to the surroundings. When the energy is1308

to be discharged, the reaction is shifted to the left, and the two compounds1309

B and C react in an exothermic reaction. Some authors discussed about the1310

processes that should be called “Thermochemical Energy Storage” because1311

they do not consider physical adsorption (a surface phenomenon in which1312

one substance is adhered to the surface of an adsorbent without a change1313

in the molecular structure of the compound) or physical absorption (when1314

the molecules of one substance penetrate the volume of the absorbent) to1315

be a type of thermochemical storage, as indicated in Figure 23 (N’tsoukpoe1316
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et al., 2009). Some authors (Yu et al., 2013; Solé et al., 2015) have dis-1317

cussed the different criteria and expressions used by other authors for the1318

different processes shown in Figure 23. In this section, we consider both1319

processes, chemical and sorption processes, as we are only interested in par-1320

ticle technologies employed in reactors. We focus only on gas/solid reactions1321

(for both low- and high-temperature applications) and not on gas/liquid or1322

solid/liquid reactions (Linder, 2015; Yu et al., 2013).1323

[Figure 23 about here.]1324

2.3.1. Low-temperature applications and experiments.1325

For low-temperature applications (T . 150 ◦C, temperatures suitable1326

for solar collectors to obtain without concentration in buildings ), sorption1327

processes have been widely studied (Yu et al., 2013; Solé et al., 2015; Aydin1328

et al., 2015) using zeolites, silica gel and salt hydrates as sorbents. When a1329

packed or a fluidized bed is used with direct contact between the particles1330

(sorbent) and the heat transfer fluid (typically air), in the charging process,1331

hot and dry air is pumped through the bed of particles, and water is released,1332

which is collected from the outlet of the bed as a stream of air and water at1333

low temperature. During the discharge process, it is necessary to introduce a1334

flow of air and water to the reactor, as water is retained in the sorbent during1335

an exothermic process. The released energy increases the temperature of1336

the air at the outlet of the reactor. The integration of the reactor with1337

auxiliary systems can be in an open or a closed configuration, as shown in1338

Figure 24 (Solé et al., 2015; Krese et al., 2018). In an open system, the1339

water produced during the charging process is released to the atmosphere.1340

During the discharging process, atmospheric water is used to invert the1341

process. In this open configuration, the atmospheric humidity plays an1342
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important role, and an additional humidifier may be necessary to increase1343

the humidity to achieve a good discharging rate. In a closed configuration,1344

water is condensed and stored in liquid form and is evaporated later during1345

the discharging process. The closed configuration has the main advantage1346

of permitting the control of the operating pressure in the reactor.1347

[Figure 24 about here.]1348

Johannes et al. (2015) constructed a prototype of low-temperature TCS1349

with Na-X zeolites in a packed bed reactor. They distributed 80 kg of ze-1350

olites into two different packed beds of 40 kg each, and the beds could be1351

combined in series or in parallel. They carried out different experiments1352

with air flow rates of 120 and 180 m3/h and temperatures of 120 and 180 ◦C1353

during the charging process. During the discharging process, the air tem-1354

perature was fixed at 20 ◦C, and the relative humidity was varied between1355

50 and 70 %. Figure 25 shows the experimental results during charging (Fig-1356

ure 25(a)) and discharging (Figure 25(b)). The charging process is complete1357

after approximately 5 hours, when the temperatures at the bottom and at1358

the top of the packed bed remain constant and equal to 110 ◦C. The tem-1359

perature difference between the inlet temperature of the air and the steady1360

state after 5 hours is related to thermal losses to the surroundings. During1361

the discharging process, the air temperature is increased up to 57 ◦C and1362

maintained at this temperature over approximately 4 hours. After approxi-1363

mately 7 hours, the bed is fully discharged. The authors obtained the COP1364

values, defined as the ratio between the heat gained and the sum of the1365

electric consumption of the fan and the humidifier, which varied between1366

1.7 and 6.8 depending on the operating conditions, along with recovery effi-1367

ciency values (ratio between the released and the stored energy) of 50 % in1368
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most cases.1369

[Figure 25 about here.]1370

In a different work, Zondag et al. (2008) experimentally studied a packed1371

bed of reduced dimensions (diameter of 1 cm) with the solid salts MgSO4 and1372

CaCl2 and zeolites. Figure 26 shows the experimental data obtained during1373

the charging process with the salt CaCl2. The bed was initially at 50 ◦C1374

and a stream of steam was introduced in the bed at 10 ◦C. The exothermic1375

process led to an increase in the bed temperature of approximately 10 ◦C.1376

The salt temperature is higher at the top of the bed than at the bottom.1377

Zondag et al. (2008) observed that in a packed bed reactor, the heat and1378

mass transfer rates are low, which led to longer charging and discharging1379

times. As a possible solution, they proposed to stir the reactor and remove1380

the inert gas. Figure 27 compares the charging process of the packed bed1381

with zeolites and the same bed but stirred. It is clearly observed that the ag-1382

itation process improves the heat and mass transfer rates to produce higher1383

temperatures.1384

[Figure 26 about here.]1385

[Figure 27 about here.]1386

The ECN (Energy Center Netherlands) developed a seasonal energy stor-1387

age system based on a packed bed with MgCl2 ·6H2O as the thermochemical1388

storage material (Ferchaud et al., 2012). They constructed a 20-L prototype.1389

Showing that the MgCl2 · 6H2O could be dehydrated at temperatures below1390

130 ◦C, while subsequent hydration process could be generate sufficiently1391

high temperatures to provide tap water heating at 60 ◦C.1392
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Krese et al. (2018) reviewed thermochemical energy storage systems for1393

building applications and concluded that the most promising technology is1394

that based on physical sorption with water vapor as sorbate. The authors1395

also remarked that, the prototypes tested so far did not perform as successful1396

as expected, exhibiting a lower thermal storage capacity due to the low heat1397

and mass transfer rates in the packed bed reactors.1398

2.3.2. High-temperature applications and experiments.1399

High-temperature thermochemical energy storage aims to increase the1400

maximum temperature in CSP over the actual limit imposed by molten salts1401

(approximately 565 ◦C) to enhance the efficiency of the power cycle (Pardo1402

et al., 2014b; Prieto et al., 2016; André et al., 2016; Pan and Zhao, 2017).1403

Pan and Zhao (2017) compared the different reactors employed for high-1404

temperature TES and noted that packed beds have been extensively studied1405

experimentally by different researchers, although their intrinsic drawbacks1406

(low heat and mass transfer rates) limit their applicability. They proposed1407

other reactors types, including continuous reactors (such as fluidized beds1408

and rotatory kilns), where the motion of the particles improve the heat and1409

mass transfer rates, and direct-type reactors, which avoid air gaps among1410

particles in the packed beds, which can lead to low thermal conductivity.1411

They concluded that more investigation is needed for continuous and direct-1412

type reactors due to their high potential for large-scale and seasonal energy1413

storage. Pan and Zhao (2017) also analyzed different reactions and recom-1414

mended different reactors for each reaction. Table 6 summarizes the rec-1415

ommendations for packed and fluidized bed reactors. For the four reactions1416

studied by the authors the fluidized bed was preferred due to their higher1417

heat and mass transfer rates compared with packed beds, what favours the1418
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kinetic of the thermochemical reactions. Only in metal/metal hydride re-1419

actions fluidized beds are not recommended due to safety reasons, because1420

the hydrogen produced during the reactions is highly explosive.1421

[Table 6 about here.]1422

The first studies on high-temperature TES in packed beds were carried1423

out during the early 1980s. The pioneering works of Kanzawa and Arai1424

(1981) and Fujii et al. (1985) proposed different systems with extended sur-1425

faces to improve the heat transfer rate in a packed bed reactor filled with1426

particles of calcium oxide, which were hydrated to obtain calcium hydroxide,1427

according to the following reaction:1428

CaO + H2O
 Ca(OH)2 (7)

These initial works noted the main drawbacks of packed beds reactors, i.e.,1429

their low thermal conductivity and heat transfer rate, and proposed solutions1430

to overcome these problems.1431

More recently, Schaube et al. (2013); Yan and Zhao (2016) experimen-1432

tally studied the same reaction (Equation 7) in packed beds. Schaube et al.1433

(2013) studied a packed bed with a height of 158 mm and a diameter of 54.51434

mm that was filled with 60 g of Ca(OH)2 particles with a mean particle di-1435

ameter of dp = 5.26µm. These small-sized particles are Geldart C particles1436

(see Figure 2). The interparticle forces in this type of particle are strong,1437

and the authors observed agglomeration during the tests; the mean particle1438

size grew to 11.1µm and 17.6µm after 25 cycles. This notably reduced the1439

diffusion process in the particles, which indicates that such small particles1440

are not favorable for this process. Yan and Zhao (2016) studied a larger1441

reactor with a volume of 1 L and introduced 400 g of sample in the bed.1442
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The authors did not indicate the particle size. They measured tempera-1443

tures at different positions in the bed, as indicated in Figure 28(a), where1444

thermocouples A and B are located inside the reactor and thermocouple C1445

in located on the outer wall. Position D indicates the water vapor inlet in1446

the reactor. Figure 28(b) shows the experimental results obtained during1447

the charging process. The temperature measured by thermocouple B, TB,1448

was always higher than that measured by thermocouple A, TA, because the1449

reactor was heated by electrical resistance from the outer wall. The differ-1450

ence between the temperatures is caused by the low thermal conductivity of1451

the bed. The same figure shows the outlet temperature in the bed and αde,1452

which is the percentage of mass in the bed that reacted.1453

[Figure 28 about here.]1454

Wokon et al. (2017) carried out experiments in a tube 54.3 mm in di-1455

ameter, with a packed bed of granular manganese-iron oxide. The redox1456

reaction in the reactor is1457

6 (Mn0.75Fe0.25)2 O3 (s)
 4 (Mn0.75Fe0.25)3 O4 + O2 (8)

They introduced approximately 500 g of material in the packed bed with an1458

initial mean particle size of 2.13 mm. After various cycles, the particles were1459

eroded, and the mean particle size was reduced to 1.74 mm. Figure 29 shows1460

the temperatures along the bed height and the O2 concentration during the1461

full charging-discharging cycle. The bed was at 940 ◦C at the beginning1462

of the experiment, and the temperature of the inlet air was increased up1463

to 1040 ◦C. After 150 min the discharging process began, reducing the air1464

temperature at a rate of 5 K/min. Wokon et al. (2017) concluded that1465
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the charging time is reduced when the air flow rate and/or the air inlet1466

temperature are augmented.1467

[Figure 29 about here.]1468

Ströhle et al. (2017) proposed a novel heat storage system combining1469

a sensible packed bed energy storage unit and a thermochemical storage1470

unit on the top of the bed to maintain more stable the outlet temperatures1471

of the HTF during the discharging period. In a conventional packed bed1472

with sensible energy storage, the outlet temperature decreases with time,1473

which can lead to a significant decrease in the efficiency of the power block.1474

The configuration proposed by Ströhle et al. (2017) permits to maintain1475

very stable the outlet temperatures of the HTF for prolonged periods of the1476

discharging stage. In the thermochemical section, the gas and the solid are1477

placed inside tubes, which are physically separated from the HTF, allowing1478

the reaction pressure to be adjusted to the operating conditions. They used1479

the thermochemical reaction of manganese oxide:1480

6 Mn2O3 
 4 Mn3O4 + O2 (9)

Ströhle et al. (2017) carried out numerical simulations of the proposed sys-1481

tem following the model proposed by the same authors (Ströhle et al., 2014).1482

Ströhle et al. (2017) studied a storage tank with 1 m2 of cross section area1483

and a total height of 4 m. They compared the performance of this tank1484

filled with sensible energy storage material with two different alternatives:1485

CS1 (which consisted in a storage of 3.5 m in height of sensible and 0.5 m1486

of thermochemical energy storage material) and CS2 (3.25 m in height of1487

sensible and 0.75 m of thermochemical energy storage material). Figure 301488

shows the HTF outlet temperature of both thermochemical configurations1489
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compared with the 4 m in height sensible heat material packed bed under1490

the same experimental conditions. In both cases the outlet temperature1491

remained nearly constant during 12 h, whereas a progressive reduction was1492

observed for the sensible packed bed.1493

[Figure 30 about here.]1494

Álvarez de Miguel (2017) experimentally compared the redox reaction1495

of manganese oxide pellets (commercial Mn3O4LH material) under packed1496

and fluidized bed conditions. The pellets were between 2 and 3.6 mm in1497

size, which makes them type D particles according to Geldart’s classification1498

(Geldart, 1973). Figure 31(a) shows the experimental measurements of the1499

temperature evolution in the packed bed, with an air flow rate of 20 Nm3/h1500

over 25 cycles. In the upper-right zone of the graph, the reduction process1501

occurs, and the oxidation process occurs in the lower-left region, where the1502

temperature is at a minimum. The lines that do not follow the general trend1503

represent the first cycles, which are affected by the initial conditions in the1504

bed. Álvarez de Miguel (2017) studied the pellet properties before and after1505

the cycling process and observed two different materials after the cycling1506

process: a black material located at the top of the bed, which did not suffer1507

high temperatures, and a brown-red material at the bottom of the bed, which1508

was heated to high temperatures. The main difference was observed in the1509

mean pellet size, which was reduced from 2.9 mm to 2.7 mm and 2.6 mm1510

for the pellets located at the top and bottom of the bed, respectively. The1511

hardness of the pellet notably increased from an initial value of 33 N to 45 N1512

for the black material at the top of the bed and to 77 N for the brown-1513

red material at the bottom. No relevant differences were observed in the1514

pellet density. Figure 31(b) shows the experimental results obtained with1515
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a pellet of manganese oxide doped with 5 % iron. In this case, the pellet1516

density increased from an initial value of 1700 kg/m3 to 2200 kg/m3. The1517

temperature range of the doped material slightly increased compared to that1518

of the regular material. Additionally, the repeatability of the cycles is better1519

when using the doped material.1520

[Figure 31 about here.]1521

3. Fluidized beds1522

3.1. Low-temperature sensible energy storage.1523

The application of fluidized beds to sensible heat storage has been exper-1524

imentally investigated, and it has been shown that a fluidized bed behaves1525

similar to a well-mixed tank with negligible variations in the temperature1526

along the bed (Elsayed et al., 1988; El-Refaee et al., 1988; Megahed et al.,1527

1988; Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2013, 2015a; Mahfoudi et al., 2015). For1528

this reason, when the bed is coupled with a solar collector, packed beds are1529

preferred because stratification permits an increase in the thermal efficiency1530

of the solar collection system, as was explained in Section 2.1.1531

3.1.1. Applications and experiments1532

Elsayed et al. (1988) experimentally tested sand particles (dp = 0.4 mm,1533

Geldart B) in a cylindrical bed with different inlet air temperature ramps:1534

constant supply temperature and temperatures increasing linearly or expo-1535

nentially. They observed that the storage efficiency is always higher with a1536

constant supply temperature. 90 % of the maximum energy is reached after1537

τ = 12 (τ being a non-dimensional time) with a constant air temperature1538
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at the inlet of the fluidized bed, whereas τ = 24 is needed when the sup-1539

ply air temperature is increased linearly or exponentially. El-Refaee et al.1540

(1988) developed a numerical model that satisfactory corresponded with the1541

experimental results of Elsayed et al. (1988). Megahed et al. (1988) used1542

the numerical model of El-Refaee et al. (1988) to study the performance of1543

a fluidized bed coupled with a solar concentrator. Their results showed that1544

there is a ratio between the area of the bed and the area of the concentrator1545

that maximizes the efficiency of the system.1546

The more recent works by Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2013, 2015a) com-1547

pared the performance of a fluidized bed with a sensible material (Gel-1548

dart B sand particles) and one with the granular PCM from Rubitherm1549

described in Section 2.2.1, but with a low particle size more suitable for1550

use in a fluidized bed (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2016d). Rady (2009a,b)1551

and Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2013, 2016b), in their studies for packed1552

beds with PCM, used granular PCMs with particle sizes between 1 and 31553

mm, whereas Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2013, 2015a) used the same ma-1554

terial but with a particle size between 0.2 and 0.6 mm, which belongs to1555

Geldart B particles (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2016d). The experimental1556

results presented by Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2013, 2015a) corroborate1557

the well-mixed behavior of the fluidized bed with sand.1558

When the particles are fluidized, the heat transfer coefficient between the1559

fluidized particles and any internal surface notably increases due the contin-1560

uous motion of the particles in comparison with a packed bed. Izquierdo-1561

Barrientos et al. (2015b) experimentally measured values in the range 100−1562

200 W/(m2 K) for sand particles in a packed bed, whereas the same particles1563

fluidized reached values up to approximately 900 W/(m2 K) for a superficial1564

air velocity 1.6 times over minimum fluidization conditions. This fact opens1565
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the possibility of introducing an internal heat exchanger in the fluidized1566

bed to recover the energy from the solids continuously, avoiding the need1567

to work discontinuously. Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2016a) studied differ-1568

ent heat exchanger geometries (helical coils) immersed in a fluidized bed1569

and observed that when the coils are separated, the contact between the1570

fluidized particles and the heat transfer surface is improved, increasing the1571

heat transfer coefficient. Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2015b, 2016c) measured1572

the heat transfer coefficient in a fluidized bed with sand (see Figure 32(a))1573

and observed a heat transfer coefficient between 500 and 900 W/(m2 K) for1574

fluidization velocities up to 1.6umf . Mahfoudi et al. (2015) numerically1575

studied with Fluent the potential of a fluidized bed to be used as energy1576

storage system. They concluded the chaotic behavior of the bubbles in the1577

bed allowed a high heat transfer coefficient between the gas and the fluidized1578

solids.1579

[Figure 32 about here.]1580

3.2. High-temperature sensible energy storage.1581

CSP plants typically use HTFs such as thermal oils or molten salts,1582

whose main inconvenience is their operating limit temperature: 400 ◦C and1583

560 ◦C, respectively. Thus, there is considerable interest in the search for1584

new HTFs that permits elevation of the maximum temperature to improve1585

the cycle efficiency. In this context, the use of solid particles is becoming in a1586

true alternative to conventional HTFs because they can reach temperatures1587

up to 1000 ◦C without degradation, well above the limit of 560 ◦C of the1588

current CSP system obtained with molten salts as HTFs (Ho, 2016; Calderón1589

et al., 2018).1590
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The use of particles in CSP has been previously studied by different1591

researchers. For example, Hruby (1986) and Greif and Crowe (1987) were1592

the pioneers in the development of downstream particle receivers.1593

Figure 33 summarizes the different receiver designs proposed by Ho1594

(2016), who classified them in two main categories, depending on whether1595

the solar radiation is supplied directly or not on the particles. Direct par-1596

ticle heating receivers irradiate the particles directly as they fall through1597

a receiver, while indirect particle heating receivers utilize tubes or other1598

enclosures to convey heat to the particles. Alternative direct particle re-1599

ceiver designs include free-falling, obstructed flow, centrifugal and fluidized1600

beds. The main advantage of all these designs, thanks to direct heating of1601

the working fluid, is that the energetic losses through an intermediate heat1602

exchanger are reduced in a power cycle; furthermore, the flux and the tem-1603

perature limitations associated with a tubular central receiver (high stresses1604

resulting from the containment of high-temperature, high-pressure fluids)1605

are mitigated. However, indirect particle designs (gravity-driven particle1606

flow through enclosures, flow in tubes with or without fluidization) have the1607

ability to store the particles for energy production during non-solar hours.1608

[Figure 33 about here.]1609

Matsubara et al. (2014) distinguished between two different schematics1610

of CSP reflector systems: a conventional tower system (Figure 34(a)) and1611

beam-down reflector system (Figure 34(b)). Both schemes can be used to1612

directly radiate the particles in a fluidized bed, although the beam-down1613

reflector is preferred because it avoids the high pumping cost of moving1614

the particles up. Flamant (1982) proposed a novel fluidized-bed receiver to1615

be located on the top of the tower, similar to a conventional tower system,1616
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although this design was not developed. Most of the research using fluidized1617

beds with direct radiation on particles used beam-down systems (Flamant,1618

1982; Flamant and Olalde, 1983; Matsubara et al., 2014; Tregambi et al.,1619

2016; Salatino et al., 2016). Table 7 summarizes the different particles used1620

by different researchers who used a fluidized bed with direct radiation on1621

particles.1622

[Table 7 about here.]1623

[Figure 34 about here.]1624

3.2.1. Direct particle radiation1625

According to Flamant and Olalde (1983) the fluidization process has1626

several advantages, such as high absorptance, uniform temperature distri-1627

bution and high heat transfer coefficients (insomuch as the particles are1628

in continuous movement). The author compared packed and fluidized bed1629

receivers through a high-temperature solar receiver bed (temperature level1630

of air ranges 700-1500 K, depending on the concentrated solar flux, which1631

ranges 250-2200 kW/m 2). Using the experimental results of Flamant and1632

Olalde (1983), Figures 35 and 36 compare the temperature profiles and the1633

efficiencies obtained for both beds.1634

Figure 35 shows the temperature profile for a packed and fluidized bed1635

as a function of axial distance for each receiver. The fluidized bed exhibits1636

a large plateau indicating a stable temperature (close to 1000 K) in ap-1637

proximately 80 % of the bed height. In the fixed bed, higher temperatures1638

(over 1300 K) are reached on the top of the bed, where the solar radiation1639

impinges, which results in higher IR emission losses, which are 3.8 times1640

greater than for the fluidized bed.1641
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[Figure 35 about here.]1642

Figure 36 shows the thermal efficiency vs. mass flow for two different1643

materials: SiC and ZrO2 for packed and fluidized beds. Thermal efficiency1644

was defined by Flamant and Olalde (1983) as the ratio between the thermal1645

power given by the particles to the gas stream divided by the incident power1646

on the bed. The thermal efficiency increases with the gas flow rate. Although1647

it is not plotted in Figure 36, the range of outlet gas temperature is 800 −1648

1550 K for packed and 650 − 1150 K for fluidized beds. In view of these1649

results, Flamant and Olalde (1983) proposed a linear relationship between1650

the outlet gas temperature and the thermal efficiency of the system. For the1651

same flow rate, higher thermal efficiencies are obtained when working with1652

SiC instead of ZrO2 and with fluidized beds instead of fixed beds.1653

[Figure 36 about here.]1654

Furthermore, one conclusion of this work involves the combined effi-1655

ciency, defined as the ratio between the net power of a thermal cycle and the1656

incident power on the bed. They did not study any specific cycle. Instead,1657

the authors assumed a modified Carnot efficiency for the cycle efficiency.1658

The maximum value of the combined efficiency for packed bed was 0.27,1659

and it reached the range of 750− 950 K for the SiC and 0.18 in the range of1660

1100−1300 K for ZrO2. For fluidized beds, higher efficiencies were obtained:1661

the maximum combined efficiencies were 0.40 and 0.24 with SiC and ZrO21662

in the range 700− 900K and 800− 1000K, respectively.1663

Table 8 shows the energy balance in the packed and fluidized beds stud-1664

ied by Flamant and Olalde (1983) for different bed materials. The main1665

conclusion is that fluidized beds obtain higher fractions of the energy trans-1666

ferred to the air than packed beds, mainly due to the high values of reflected1667
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solar radiation and energy losses by IR emission in packed beds, which can1668

reach values up to 70 %. The high values of infrared losses in packed beds are1669

directly related to the high temperatures on the bed surface, as represented1670

in Figure 35.1671

[Table 8 about here.]1672

In a previous work, Flamant (1982) proposed a theoretical model to1673

describe the heat transfer phenomena and determine the temperature profile,1674

total emissivity, flux density distribution, and effective mean penetration1675

distance from measurements in high-temperature solar fluidized beds. His1676

results correlated well at incipient fluidizing conditions for beds of silicon1677

carbide and chamotte (both materials with high values of absorption and1678

emissivity) but were imprecise for beds of zirconia and silica sand.1679

Tregambi et al. (2016) experimentally studied the behavior of a laboratory-1680

scale fluidized bed radiated with a 4 kW short-arc Xe lamp. The authors1681

characterized the solar flux density of the bed surface and measured the bed1682

surface temperature with an IR camera. They studied the effect of bursting1683

bubbles on the bed surface using SiC particles with a mean particle size of1684

127µm (Geldart B particles) with a minimum fluidization velocity of 0.0181685

m/s at ambient temperature. Figure 37 shows the probability density func-1686

tions of the bed surface temperature under freely bubbling conditions with1687

increasing gas flow rates. Tregambi et al. (2016) observed how increasing the1688

air flow rate made the distribution of the bed surface temperature narrower1689

due to the higher mixing rate and larger particle diffusion in the fluidized1690

bed.1691

[Figure 37 about here.]1692
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Recently, Salatino et al. (2016) proposed some prerequisites for fluidized1693

beds and thus achieved an effective CSP application. These standard re-1694

quirements are focused on minimization of parasitic energy losses associ-1695

ated with the establishment of the fluidized state, large surface-to-bed heat1696

transfer coefficients and very large thermal diffusivity. The minimization of1697

parasitic energy losses and the maximization of surface-to-bed heat transfer1698

can be solved using fine bed solids (groups of Geldart A or B powders) and1699

operating at gas superficial velocities just beyond incipient fluidization. To1700

achieve high thermal diffusivities, which permit minimizing the large thermal1701

gradients in a bed with a concentrated energy input, Salatino et al. (2016)1702

proposed two different alternatives to traditional fluidized beds: uneven and1703

unsteady (pulsed) fluidized beds.1704

Figures 38 and 39 show the differences between even and uneven flu-1705

idization. Figure. 38 is a qualitative scheme that compares the gross solids1706

flow patterns that are likely establish in the case of even (A) and uneven1707

(B) fluidization. In uneven fluidization, a fraction f of the bed cross-section1708

is fluidized at a gas superficial velocity exceeding the minimum fluidiza-1709

tion velocity (Umf ), where (1− f) is the fractional cross-section of the bed1710

that is kept at incipient fluidization. Figure 39 amplifies the qualitative1711

features displayed in the previous figure and presents snapshots from 2D1712

CFD computations of the flow structures of the fluidized beds of Geldart1713

group B particles (dp = 2.5× 10−4 m; ρ = 2560kg/m3) operating with each1714

mechanism of fluidization (even and uneven fluidization). Salatino et al.1715

(2016) estimated that uneven fluidization can improve the solid diffusivity1716

by one order of magnitude, augmenting the effective bed solid diffusivity1717

from O(10−2) m2/s up to O(10−1) m2/s.1718

In addition, according to Salatino et al. (2016) unsteady fluidization1719
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(pulsed) has two other main advantages: (a) the thermal properties can1720

be continuous modulated, and (b) a pulsed bed can operate with similar1721

effective thermal properties with superficial velocities, on a time-average1722

basis, lower than the minimum required to fluidize the bed.1723

[Figure 38 about here.]1724

[Figure 39 about here.]1725

One of the main parameters to define in any fluidized system is the gas1726

flow rate, which has to be higher than the minimum needed for fluidiza-1727

tion. In general, as the gas velocity increases, a greater agitation occurs and1728

therefore the mixing of the particles is favored, reaching high and homoge-1729

neous temperatures in most parts of the bed. Such temperature uniformity1730

was observed by Flamant (1982) (Figure 40) and by Matsubara et al. (2014)1731

(Figure 41). Figure 40 shows the axial temperature profiles in a bubbling flu-1732

idized bed for different excess gas velocities over the minimum fluidization.1733

The results clearly indicate how increasing the gas velocity increases the1734

uniformity of the temperature and reduces the average temperature in the1735

well-mixed region. For the highest gas velocity tested by Flamant (1982),1736

which 1.7 times over minimum fluidization velocity, almost 80 % of the bed1737

height is fully mixed with an average temperature close to 1000 K. Only at1738

the bottom of the bed, which can be influenced by the jets coming from the1739

distributor (Rees et al., 2006), is the temperature lower.1740

Matsubara et al. (2014) experimentally studied a spouted bed with a1741

draft tube, which organizes the particle motion in the bed. They measured1742

the temperature distribution in the bed, maintaining a ratio between the gas1743

velocity in the core and in the annulus of the bed vD/vA = 1.56 (see Fig-1744

ure 41). Their results also show that when the air flow rate is increased, the1745
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bed of particles is better mixed, and the temperature is more homogenous1746

along the bed height.1747

[Figure 40 about here.]1748

[Figure 41 about here.]1749

One of the main disadvantages of the use of a fluidized bed located on the1750

ground is the high temperature that the secondary reflector has to support.1751

Even if constructed with a highly reflective material, the ratio between the1752

area of the heliostat field and the area of the secondary reflector could be very1753

high. To overcome this difficulty, Gómez-Hernández et al. (2017) proposed1754

a novel ground solar receptor, which is shown schematically in Figure 42.1755

With a linear Fresnel system, it is possible to increase progressively and1756

linearly the temperature of the solids that are displaced horizontally due to1757

the action of the fluidization process. The particles are fluidized by the air1758

action and move horizontally. Their study showed that in moving 0.1 kg/s1759

of sand particles (Geldart B classification) with a total length of 30 m, the1760

temperature can reach 900 ◦C, assuming a solar radiation of 100 kW/m2.1761

In direct-particle receivers systems there is an important lack of informa-1762

tion about the properties of the materials to be used during the fluidization1763

process at very high temperatures, one of the most promising being desert1764

sand, due to its very low cost and optimum site for the CSP location. Diago1765

et al. (2018) fully characterized these particles for high-temperature TES.1766

For some samples they observed that at certain temperatures, the particles1767

agglomerated, in a similar manner that Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2016d)1768

observed for granular PCMs. Although Diago et al. (2018) indicated that1769

the agglomeration was soft, it can provoque the defluidization of the bed.1770

Further research is required in this field.1771
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[Figure 42 about here.]1772

3.2.2. Indirect particle radiation1773

Recently, other authors proposed transporting fluidized particles inside a1774

tube (indirect receiver) radiated by a sun oven (Flamant et al., 2013; Benoit1775

et al., 2015; Garćıa-Triñanes et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Gomez-Garcia1776

et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Garćıa-Triñanes et al., 2018). Figure 43 shows1777

how the solar absorber tube is suspended on a horizontal metallic frame,1778

thus allowing its thermal expansion through two end-fitted compensators.1779

The bottom of the tube is colder than the top (red-hot) because of the cold1780

particle feed. The particles get hotter while passing through the irradiated1781

cavity. Benoit et al. (2015) were able to maintain a solid temperature of1782

750 ◦C with tube temperature under its maximum operation limit. They1783

increased the particle temperature 200 ◦C in a length of 50 cm of irradiated1784

tube. In this type of indirect radiation system, it is very important to have1785

high heat transfer coefficients for the particle suspension in order to reduce1786

the temperature and the thermal stress on the tube. The data obtained1787

by Zhang et al. (2017) show, under their experimental conditions (Geldat1788

A particles, SiC, with a mean particle size of 64µm and solid flux under1789

100 kg/(s m2)), the heat transfer coefficient increases approximately linearly1790

with the flux of solid moving in the tube. Figure 44(a) shows how the1791

heat flux transferred to the particles in the bed increases linearly with the1792

particle flow for both single- and multi-tube systems. Figure 44(b) shows1793

the increase in the heat transfer coefficient with the solid flux for different1794

tube diameters. Zhang et al. (2017) did not observe high differences in this1795

coefficient by changing the diameter, although the use of fins in the tube1796

notably increased (by a multiple of two) the heat transfer coefficient. Garćıa-1797
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Triñanes et al. (2018), under the same experimental conditions of Zhang1798

et al. (2017), measured the particle motion within the tube together with1799

the heat transfer coefficient. They concluded that the motion of particles on1800

the inner surface of the wall tube is the dominant factor that controls the1801

overall heat transfer coefficient at the tube.1802

[Figure 43 about here.]1803

[Figure 44 about here.]1804

3.2.3. Integration in a power block1805

Gomez-Garcia et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2017) proposed different1806

alternatives to integrate a solar indirect particle receiver with the power1807

block. Gomez-Garcia et al. (2017) proposed a series of fluidized-bed heat1808

exchangers to evaporate water and carry out a simple Rankine cycle of1809

50 MW with one reheater. As an alternative, Zhang et al. (2017) proposed1810

a combined cycle. The authors claimed to obtain 1.3 MWel with an overall1811

efficiency of 47 % with a LCOE below 100 euros/MWh.1812

3.3. Latent energy storage with PCMs.1813

3.3.1. Applications and experiments1814

Very few works have explored the use of granular PCM in fluidized beds1815

units to store energy for solar applications. Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2013)1816

conducted experiments where a tank filled with a granular phase chang-1817

ing composite (Rubitherm-GR50) was charged with a hot air stream up1818

to 65 ◦C. This PCM was a commercial product that consisted of a natu-1819

ral porous mineral matrix and a PCM (paraffin wax in this case) that was1820

bounded to the matrix, ensuring that, when in the liquid form, it did not1821
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leak out of the granulate. The result is that the bound PCM is always a1822

solid in its macroscopic form. Material with a mean particle size of 0.5 mm1823

was chosen in one of the configurations experimentally studied, where the1824

bed was operated in the bubbling fluidization regime. The material tested1825

(with a transition temperature of 50 ◦C) was properly fluidized when the1826

paraffin was in the liquid state and endured 75 h of continuous operation1827

and 15 melting-solidification cycles, maintaining its fusion and solidification1828

enthalpy unaltered (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2016d). In a subsequent1829

work, Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2016a) experimentally showed a compara-1830

tive study where a bed of the same change material charged with hot air was1831

discharged with a water stream that circulated inside a coil immersed in the1832

bed. The performance of the fluidized bed of granular PCM was compared1833

to that of well-known storage methods such as fluidized beds with sand and1834

packed beds with sand or PCM. Higher heat transfer coefficients and heat1835

exchanger effectiveness were measured for the fluidized bed compared with1836

the packed bed and for the PCM compared with the sand. These results1837

demonstrated the benefits of maintaining the bed fluidized when it is dis-1838

charged using a heat exchanger immersed in it. Izquierdo-Barrientos et al.1839

(2015b) measured the heat transfer coefficient in a fluidized bed with sand1840

and PCM, and both results are compared in Figure 32. For the PCM case,1841

the heat transfer coefficient was between 500 and 600 W/(m2 K) for fluidiza-1842

tion velocities up to 2.5umf . Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2015b) observed1843

an important increase in the heat transfer coefficient with granular PCM1844

when it changed its phase. Figure 45 shows a heating-cooling experiment1845

in a fluidized bed with a granular PCM. The figure shows the bed and the1846

air temperature together with the heat transfer coefficient measured with a1847

heat transfer probe. When the bed temperature was over 50 ◦C, the phase1848
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change temperature of the material and the heat transfer coefficient was1849

around 350 W/(m2 K). In contrast, during the discharge of the bed when1850

the temperature dropped below 50 ◦C, the heat transfer coefficient increased1851

up to 850 W/(m2 K) due to the energy released during the liquid-solid tran-1852

sition of the granular material.1853

[Figure 45 about here.]1854

Fluidization has also proven to be beneficial when applied in thermal1855

energy storage systems that employ a liquid instead of air as fluidizing1856

agent. Sozen et al. (1988) performed thermal cycling experiments of hol-1857

low polypropylene spheres 25 mm in diameter that encapsulated a fluid1858

mixture consisting of 96% by weight Glauber’s salt and 4% borax. The1859

spheres were fluidized in a cylindrical column. Additional experiments were1860

performed under fixed bed conditions in the same column with the same1861

capsules simply by decreasing the superficial water velocity in the column1862

below the minimum fluidization velocity. Fluidization reduced the segrega-1863

tion within Glauber’s salt capsules, achieving charging efficiencies of nearly1864

60% over 96 cycles. Under fixed bed conditions, the heat storage capacity of1865

the same capsules dropped to approximately 38%. Beemkumar et al. (2017)1866

compared the performance of fixed and fluidized beds using spheres (100 mm1867

diameter) filled with D-mannitol as PCM and Therminol-66 as heat transfer1868

fluid. They studied different encapsulations for the PCM: copper, aluminum1869

and brass. The fluidized bed with aluminum encapsulation system obtained1870

the lower cost per kW of energy stored. The authors also concluded that1871

fluidization improves the energy transfer in comparison with fixed beds, but1872

they indicated that the pressure drop could be higher.1873

Another application of heat storage in a fluidized bed of PCM was stud-1874
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ied by Belmonte et al. (2016), who conducted TRNSYS simulations of the1875

heating system of a single-family house consisting of a solar air heater in-1876

tegrated with a fluidized bed energy storage unit that contained the same1877

granular PCM employed by Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. (2016d). Figure 461878

shows the schematic of the system simulated. During the loading process,1879

hot air was blown through the solar collectors to transfer heat energy to1880

the storage unit, melting the PCM. The unloading process occurred during1881

non-sunny hours, supplying hot air to the heated zones of the building to1882

either partially or fully meet the heating demands. The simulations revealed1883

that, compared with conventional storage system technologies, such as wa-1884

ter tanks used in liquid-based system or pebble bed storage units typically1885

used in air-based systems, the fluidized bed system exhibited the capacity to1886

provide higher solar fractions with relatively low tank sizes. The advantages1887

of the described system summarized by the authors are as follows: 1) the1888

low heat capacity of the air requires smaller amounts of solar radiation to1889

operate the system; 2) unlike liquid solar heating systems, solar air heating1890

systems do not require heat exchangers to heat an intermediate HTF; 3) the1891

high heat transfer coefficients of the fluidized bed system provides efficient1892

charging and discharging of the fluidized bed storage system; and 4) because1893

the building is heated by an all-air heating system, in which thermal energy1894

is directly carried by duct work to the conditioned spaces, avoiding the need1895

of an intermediate heat exchanger, the temperature level required at the air1896

collector outlet is lower, increasing the collector efficiency.1897

[Figure 46 about here.]1898
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3.4. Thermochemical energy storage.1899

To the author’s knowledge, there is no relevant research on the use1900

of fluidized bed technology for thermochemical energy storage in the low-1901

temperature range (below 150 ◦C). Thus, this section is focused on high-1902

temperature thermochemical conversion with fluidized beds for CSP appli-1903

cations.1904

3.4.1. Applications and experiments1905

Flamant et al. (1980) was one of the first works on this topic. They1906

compared the performance of both a fluidized bed and a rotary kiln as1907

a high-temperature thermochemical reactor for CSP applications with the1908

reversible reaction of decarbonation of calcite at 900 ◦C:1909

CaCO3 
 CaO + CO2 (10)

Figure 47 shows the experimental data obtained by Flamant et al. (1980)1910

in a small-scale fluidized bed with an inner diameter of dbed = 3.6 cm and1911

10 g of calcite. The particle size was 200-315µm, and the gas velocity was1912

two times the minimum fluidization velocity. Curves A and B show the1913

temperature inside the bed and on the bed surface, respectively. The bed1914

temperature increases rapidly and remains flat for approximately 300 s when1915

the reversible reaction (Equation (10)) occurs. Compared with a rotary kiln,1916

the fluidized bed reaches higher efficiencies of the thermal conversion and of1917

the decarbonation of the CaCO3: 40 % and 20 %, respectively, for the flu-1918

idized bed, whereas the maximum values obtained with the rotary kiln were1919

30 % and 15 %, respectively. In addition, the conversion for decarbonation1920

reaches 100 % in the fluidized bed, remaining at 60 % for the rotary kiln.1921

The main disadvantage of the fluidized bed noted by Flamant et al. (1980)1922
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was the low absorptivity of the system, which can reach values of approxi-1923

mately 0.5. To overcome this drawback and maintain the advantage of the1924

fluidization process, the authors proposed the reactor shown in Figure 48,1925

which consists of an annular fluidized bed with an internal cavity of high1926

absorptivity.1927

[Figure 47 about here.]1928

[Figure 48 about here.]1929

More recently, Pardo et al. (2014a) experimentally studied the Ca(OH)2/CaO1930

reversible reaction (Equation (7))in a fluidized bed reactor. They explained1931

that the main difficulty in directly fluidizing the commercial particles of1932

calcium hydroxide was their small particle size, which is typically close to1933

1 − 15µm and belong to Geldart C particles (Geldart, 1973). When they1934

tried to directly fluidize these particles, they observed gas channeling and1935

fissures in the bed of particles, as shown in Figure 49. They proposed to1936

mix alumina particles, with a mean particle size of 171.7µm (Geldart A1937

particles), with the Geldart C calcium hydroxide particles, with a mass1938

proportion of 70 %wAl2O3 / 30 %wCa(OH)2. Pardo et al. (2014a) experi-1939

mentally observed that the temperature in the bed was uniform, which is1940

indicative of a proper fluidization of the mixture of particles.1941

[Figure 49 about here.]1942

Pardo et al. (2014a) also analyzed the stability of the fluidization pro-1943

cess and the thermochemical conversion during various cycles, as shown in1944

Figure 50. The discontinuities observed after 17, 32 and 44 cycles occurred1945

because the bed was opened to remove particles accumulated at the top1946
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larger section of the bed and return them into the main reaction zone. This1947

issue could be solved with the use of a cyclone.1948

[Figure 50 about here.]1949

Criado et al. (2017) modified the experimental facility employed by1950

Pardo et al. (2014a) to operate at conditions relevant for large-scale sys-1951

tems. They also studied the thermochemical Ca(OH)2/CaO reaction ex-1952

perimentally in a fluidized bed of larger dimensions (0.105 m diameter and1953

0.9 m height). In addition, the particle size employed by Criado et al. (2017)1954

was sieved in the range of 200− 400µm, which belongs to group B particle1955

according to the Geldart classification (Geldart, 1973). They used between1956

1.5 and 3.0 kg in each experiment, and the power supplied to the bed with1957

electrical resistances located around the bed was approximately 3− 4 kWth.1958

Figure 51 shows the temperature measured at different axial and radial po-1959

sitions in the fluidized bed used by Criado et al. (2017) in a complete cycle1960

with 1.8 kg of material in the fluidized bed. The temperatures measured are1961

independent of the position within the bed, which indicates a good mixing1962

and fluidization quality. The temperature TB6 differs from the other tem-1963

peratures because this temperature is over the bed surface. Criado et al.1964

(2017) also proposed a K-L model (where the letters refers to Kunii and Lev-1965

enspiel (1991)), which was satisfactorily validated with their experimental1966

results. The K-L model of a fluidized bed rector assumes that the tempera-1967

ture in the dense phase is uniform whereas the temperature of the gas that1968

crosses the bed in the form of bubbles varies along the height of the bed.1969

Kunii and Levenspiel (1991) explained in detail this model.1970

[Figure 51 about here.]1971
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In a different work, Rougé et al. (2017) modified the experimental facility1972

employed by Criado et al. (2017) to include an internal heat exchanger in1973

the fluidized bed to maintain a steady temperature in the reactor supplying1974

or removing energy during the dehydration or hydration process. The reac-1975

tor operates under realistic conditions during various hours, and the steady1976

state measurements were compared with a proposed K-L model. The parti-1977

cles employed were type B according to the Geldart classification (Geldart,1978

1973), with a sieve diameter in the range of 200− 800µm. Figure 52 shows1979

the comparison of the experimental data, in terms of H2O production during1980

the hydration process. In this experiment, a molar fraction of H2O of 0.51981

was used in the mixture air/H2O introduced to fluidize the bed, with a su-1982

perficial velocity of 0.6 m/s. The model properly predicts the experimental1983

results.1984

[Figure 52 about here.]1985

Criado et al. (2014) proposed the scheme shown in Figure 53 for a large-1986

scale CaO/Ca(OH)2 thermochemical energy storage with fluidized beds.1987

They proposed the use of a circulating fluidized bed instead of a bubbling1988

one due to its capacity to handle large circulation rates of solids. The pro-1989

posed system has two storage silos for CaO and Ca(OH)2. An intermediate1990

heat exchanger recovers sensible energy from the solid,s leaving the reactor1991

to produce steam. They analyzed a system of 100 MWth, and the results1992

indicate that the operation could be technically viable.1993

[Figure 53 about here.]1994

Álvarez de Miguel (2017) compared the performance of manganese oxide1995

pellets in packed and fluidized beds. Figure 31 compares both experimental1996
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results. The repeatability of the cycles during the fluidization test (Fig-1997

ure 31(c)) was notably better than in the packed bed case (Figure 31(a))1998

with the same pellets. The larger size of the pellets (2-3.6 mm) requires1999

the use of very high flow rates of 45 Nm3/h, with a minimum fluidization2000

velocity approximately 2.25 m/s. Also in the fluidized bed, the variation of2001

the pellet properties is more relevant: the mean pellet size is reduced from2002

2.9 mm to 2.3 mm after 25 cycles. The density and the hardness increase2003

from 2150 kg/m3 to 3000 kg/m3 and from 33 N to 120 N, respectively.2004

Flegkas et al. (2018) proposed a numerical model for the MgO−Mg(OH)2005

reaction in a fluidized bed, taking into account the kinetic of the reaction.2006

They observed that the particles must have sufficient residence time in the2007

fluidized bed to complete the reactions. This fact provoques that the en-2008

ergy recovery should be at a temperature level lower than the equilibrium2009

temperature.2010

3.4.2. Integration in a power block2011

Regarding the integration of a TCS system in a packed or fluidized bed2012

with the power block of a CSP plant, Ströhle et al. (2016) performed an2013

interesting study comparing the performance of a packed and a fluidized bed2014

integrated with a power block. They studied two different configurations:2015

with the TCS system in parallel (Figure 54) or in serial (Figure 55) with the2016

power block. The authors studied the reaction:2017

6 Mn2O3 
 4 Mn3O4 + O2 (11)

in a packed bed of 1.5 m high and particles type D according with Geldart2018

classification (dp = 5 mm) and in a fluidized bed of 0.4 m height with Geldart2019

A particles (dp = 100µm). They concluded that parallel configuration is2020
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not recommended with a fluidized bed TCS because Tf,c,out is set by the2021

temperature of the thermochemical reaction during the charging process,2022

and this temperature is generally much higher then the temperature of the2023

HTF leaving the power block (Tf,c,out � TPB,out), which result in high2024

exergy losses. In contrast, in a serial configuration, the high temperature2025

of the HTF leaving the TCS during the charging process can be directly2026

supplied to the power block. For a packed bed, the parallel configuration is2027

preferred because the chosen operating condition allowed Tf,c,out ≈ Tf,d,in =2028

TPB,out resulting in low exergy looses from the two HTF streams.2029

Ströhle et al. (2016) also showed that the thermochemical conversion2030

in the fluidized bed reactor is superior than in the packed bed, because in2031

the packed bed only 14 % of the total material in the bed reacted. As a2032

consequence in the packed bed configuration only 9 % of the energy stored2033

was thermochemical, and the rest 91 % was in sensible form. In the fluidized2034

bed, 95 % of the material reacted and 37 % of the energy was stored in2035

sensible form and 63 % in thermochemical form. In view of these results2036

Ströhle et al. (2016) suggest the possibility of filling the packed bed on the2037

top with inert material, which is cheaper and store the energy in sensible2038

form. Ströhle et al. (2016) also remarked that the sensible energy stored2039

in a TCS is not negligible and should be taken into account. Under their2040

conditions the total amount of energy stored in the packed bed was 11 %2041

higher than the fluidized bed, although in sensible (not thermochemical)2042

form.2043

[Figure 54 about here.]2044

[Figure 55 about here.]2045
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4. Discussion2046

In view of the different studies reviewed, it is clear that both particle2047

technologies: packed and fluidized beds have been extensively used in dif-2048

ferent applications for thermal energy storage. Packed beds, due to their2049

simplicity and easier operation in comparison with fluidized beds, have been2050

more used in actual applications, specially for low temperature applications2051

and not large powers. For example, packed beds have the important ad-2052

vantage of the thermal stratification when used with a conventional SAH,2053

because the HTF is returned to the SAH from the bottom of the bed, where2054

the temperature is lower, increasing the efficiency of the solar collector and2055

increasing the overall efficiency of the solar facility. In fluidized beds, the2056

temperature is homogenous in the bed, and consequently the efficiency of2057

the SAH during operation is reduced. In contrast, the use of fluidized beds2058

permits to reduce the charging/discharging times because the particle size2059

employed is smaller, increasing the heat transfer surface and the heat trans-2060

fer coefficients are also higher compared with packed beds. Nevertheless,2061

the charging times in packed beds, although are lower, are highly enough2062

for charging during the day and discharging during the night or non-sunny2063

periods in low temperature applications, so fluidized beds are not compet-2064

itive for low-temperature sensible energy storage applications. In addition,2065

the packed beds present the advantage of its higher exergy content due to2066

the stratification in the bed. Some studies tried to maximize this exergy2067

content in a packed bed maintaining, during longer periods of time, the out-2068

flow temperature as high as possible. In this way, different works probed2069

that the segmentation of the bed tends to increase the exergy content in the2070

bed (Crandall and Thacher, 2004; White et al., 2016; McTigue and White,2071
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2016). Other researchers explored the possibility of modifying the geomet-2072

rical parameters of the bed (Zanganeh et al., 2012; Mao, 2016) or the use2073

of PCMs combined with sensible heat materials (Flueckiger and Garimella,2074

2014; Galione et al., 2015; Geissbühler et al., 2016).2075

The use of granular PCMs with fluidized beds for low temperature ap-2076

plications (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2013), opens the possibility of main-2077

taining the temperature level in the bed at the desired temperature. If the2078

storage system is properly designed, the particles in the bed can reach a2079

maximum temperature established by the PCM. In this case, there is no2080

differences in the solar facility efficiency because the temperature in the bed2081

is imposed by the PCM, not by the stratification or the mixing in the bed.2082

This technology, although has been preliminary tested in lab-scale facili-2083

ties (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2013) is not commercially available. It is2084

necessary to test and produce in large quantities, with a reasonable price,2085

granular PCMs with a particle size suitable to be used in fluidized beds2086

(0.1 mm . dp . 1 mm) and with a high resistance due to the high abrasion2087

process under fluidization conditions (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2016d).2088

For high temperature applications in CSP, thermocline tanks has been2089

showed to be competitive in comparison with the two-tanks system with2090

molten salts, due to the reduction in costs (Pacheco et al., 2002). There2091

are also different studies that integrate different PCM increasing the energy2092

density of the tank, which have been proved to be energy efficient, although2093

there is no economic studies that assures to make profitable the higher cost2094

of the material. Also, more studies in large scale facilities and during longer2095

periods of time are necessary to contrast the performance of the PCM.2096

The natural trend to increase the efficiency of actual CSP is to increase2097

the temperature at which the energy is stored. Actual CSP plants are lim-2098
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ited to 565 ◦C or 400 ◦C when using molten salts or thermal oil, in central2099

receiver or parabolic though collectors, respectively. Nowadays there is a2100

notable interest in the use of solid particles, storing the energy in sensible2101

form, reaching temperatures up to 1000 ◦C (Ho, 2016; Calderón et al., 2018).2102

In this research line, the high heat transfer coefficient and elevated mixing2103

rates of fluidized beds, in comparison with packed beds, makes them suitable2104

for this application (Flamant, 1982; Flamant and Olalde, 1983; Matsubara2105

et al., 2014; Tregambi et al., 2016; Salatino et al., 2016). Salatino et al.2106

(2016) properly explained that working with a fluidized bed of Geldart A2107

or B particles and gas velocities just beyond the minimum fluidization ve-2108

locity, permits to operate with elevated surface-to-bed heat transfer rates2109

and maintain the energy parasitic looses low. In addition, he proposed the2110

use of uneven and pulsed fluidization to improve the effective solid diffusiv-2111

ity in the fluidized bed, that permits to rapidly distribute the concentrated2112

solar energy on the top of the bed (beam-down reflector) to all the parti-2113

cles. It is clear that fluidized bed is the proper technology for a CSP with2114

a beam-down reflector. The main difficulty to implement this technology in2115

the near future, is not related with the fluidization technology, is the high2116

temperature that the secondary reflector has to support in large scale CSP2117

with various megawatts.2118

A different alternative, to store the solar energy in particles is to trans-2119

port the fluidized particles in a tube, and radiate the external surface of the2120

tube (Flamant et al., 2013; Benoit et al., 2015; Garćıa-Triñanes et al., 2016;2121

Zhang et al., 2016; Gomez-Garcia et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Garćıa-2122

Triñanes et al., 2018). This technology has been proved experimentally in2123

a solar furnace with solar energy concentrated in the tube between 213 and2124

393 kW/m2 (Benoit et al., 2015). This indirect radiation technology has two2125
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main drawbacks compared with a central solar receiver with molten salts:2126

the low heat transfer coefficients and mass flow rate of particles transported.2127

Benoit et al. (2015) measured heat transfer coefficients between the inter-2128

nal surface of the tube and the particles in the range 600-800 W/(m2 K),2129

whereas with molten salts flowing with a velocity of 1.8 m/s inside tubes2130

with an internal diameter of 4 cm (similar to the one used by Benoit et al.2131

(2015) with particles) the heat transfer coefficient is around 6 kW/(m2 K)2132

(Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al., 2014). Chen et al. (2016), also using molten salts,2133

measured heat transfer coefficients between 3 and 8 kW/(m2 K) with fluid2134

velocities between 1 and 5 m/s in a 2 cm i.d. tube. As a conclusion, the2135

heat transfer coefficients in molten salts are one order of magnitude higher2136

than with fluidized particles. In addition Benoit et al. (2015) used a super-2137

ficial mass-flow rate of 50 kg/(s m2), whereas in a conventional solar central2138

receiver with molten salts this value is around 3×103 kg/(s m2) (Rodŕıguez-2139

Sánchez et al., 2014), various orders of magnitude higher. In summary, the2140

low heat transfer coefficients and mass flow rates when using particles in a2141

tube, provoques a low capacity of the particles to transport energy. As a2142

consequence, in a large scale CSP plant with indirect solar radiation, the2143

tube has to support very high temperatures and can suffer thermal stress2144

(Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al., 2014; Marugán-Cruz et al., 2016).2145

In either direct or indirect radiation system, it is also necessary more re-2146

search on the behaviour of the material employed in the fluidized bed during2147

operation and during various cycles at high temperatures. It is necessary2148

to test the posible variations in the particles properties (Diago et al., 2018)2149

(such as density, for example) that could affect the fluidization process. Also2150

the abrasion or agglomeration processes should be studied in deep prior to2151

test this technology in the near future in large scale power plants. Nowadays2152
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there is lack in the literature about this topic.2153

In thermochemical energy storage, it seems clear that fluidized bed tech-2154

nology, due to their high heat and mass transfer coefficients and mixing2155

rates, compared with a packed bed, is the appropriated particle technology.2156

For sorption processes of low temperature applications, the few experimen-2157

tal works published in the literature (Johannes et al., 2015; Zondag et al.,2158

2008; Ferchaud et al., 2012), used packed bed technology. Some authors re-2159

marked that the main limitation when using a packed bed is its low heat and2160

mass transfer rates, which limits the kinetic of the thermochemical reaction2161

(Aydin et al., 2015; Zondag et al., 2008; Solé et al., 2015). In this context,2162

fluidized technology can help to improve this packed bed limitations. In2163

this point, it is necessary to have materials with a particle size and density2164

appropriated to be fluidized (see Figures 2 and 3).2165

For high-temperature thermochemical energy storage, the same prob-2166

lems observed in sorption processes have been detected when using a packed2167

bed: low heat and mass transfer rates. First works during the 80’s tried to2168

overcome this problem with use of extended surfaces in the packed bed re-2169

actor (Kanzawa and Arai, 1981; Fujii et al., 1985). Schaube et al. (2013)2170

experimentally study a packed bed for thermochemical energy storage with2171

particles if very small size (dp = 5.26µm, Geldart C particles). This so2172

small particles, although present a very high heat transfer surface per unit2173

of bed volume, are not suitable to be used in neither a packed or a fluidized2174

bed. In Geldart C particles, interparticles forces are very high and provo-2175

ques agglomeration and channeling in the bed. As a consequence there is no2176

good contact between the gas percolating the bed and the particles. Pardo2177

et al. (2014a) mixed Geldart C particles with Geldart A particles of higher2178

diameter to be able to fluidize them. This solution, has the disadvantage2179
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that the thermochemical energy storage capacity is reduced, because the2180

inert material introduced to improve the fluidization quality only store en-2181

ergy in sensible form. Criado et al. (2017) used Geldart B particles, with2182

a particle size in the range 200-400µm and were properly fluidized with-2183

out agglomeration process. So, fluidized bed technology is appropriated for2184

high temperature thermochemical energy storage, but it is necessary to have2185

particles belonging to group A or B, according to Geldart classification to2186

assure a good fluidization process with high heat and mass transfer rates.2187

Finally, Table 9 summarized the main aspects observed in the review for2188

the different thermal energy storage forms studied in this review: sensible,2189

latent and thermochemical for packed and fluidized beds.2190

[Table 9 about here.]2191

5. Conclusions2192

This review has showed that packed beds are a simple and efficient parti-2193

cle technology for storing thermal energy at low temperature sensible form,2194

as it has the advantage of the thermal stratification in the bed, which in-2195

creases the solar collectors efficiency. Packed beds have been also used with2196

success for high temperature applications, such as dual-media thermocline2197

tanks for CSP plants. New geometries, segmentation of the bed and the2198

combination of sensible energy storage tanks with PCMs in the recent years2199

are the new and promising research lines to improve the performance of2200

packed beds, aiming at maintaining high and nearly constant the outflow2201

temperature. In contrast, fluidized beds are more appropriated for CSP2202

plants with direct radiation on particles. The high mixing rates of fluidized2203

beds permit to rapidly distribute a concentrated energy on the top of the2204
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bed when a beam-down CSP plant is used. The high heat and mass transfer2205

rates of fluidized beds, compared to packed beds, makes them the preferred2206

technology for thermochemical storage. Nevertheless, in both cases it is2207

necessary more efforts in finding new materials with the suitable particle2208

size and density for fluidized beds (particles type A or B according Geldart2209

classification). In addition, greater knowledge of the behaviour of these ma-2210

terials during various charging/discharging cycles and during longer working2211

periods in large scale facilities is necessary for the proper design, sizing and2212

operation of thermal storage units.2213

6. Notation2214

Bi Biot number [-]2215

cp Specific heat of the particle [J/kg K]2216

dp Particle size [m]2217

d∗p Non-dimensional particle size defined by Equation (1) [-]2218

h Convective heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2 K)]2219

kp Thermal conductivity of the particles [W/(m K)]2220

Re Reynolds number [-]2221

T Temperature [K]2222

umf Superficial velocity at minimum fluidization conditions [m/s]2223

us Superficial velocity [m/s]2224
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u∗s Non-dimensional superficial velocity defined by Equation (2) [-]2225

V̇ Volumetric flow rate [m3/s]2226

6.1. Abbreviations2227

CSP Concentrating Solar Power2228

DHW Domestic Hot Water2229

DSG Direct Steam Generation2230

FCC Fluid Catalytic Cracking2231

HTF Heat Transfer Fluid2232

HVAC Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning2233

ORC Organic Rankine Cycle2234

PCM Phase Change Material2235

PCT Phase Change Temperature2236

SAH Solar Air Heater2237

TES Thermal Energy Storage2238

6.2. Greek symbols2239

ε Voidage [-]2240
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µg Gas viscosity [Pa s]2241

ρg Gas density [kg/m3]2242

ρp Particle density [kg/m3]2243

ψ Sphericity [-]2244
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from (Grace, 1986)). The minimum fluidization range reflects the difference in the mean

particle diameter and the experimental scatter for different correlations. The
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operations are for a short duration compared to cultiva-

tion, the drying can be performed without disturbing the

cultivations setup.

2. Description of greenhouse and dryer

A roof type span greenhouse (Jain & Tiwari, 2003a) is

proposed as the solar energy collector and was used

for crop drying. The orientation of the greenhouse axis

was East-west. There was a brick north wall to reduce

the thermal losses from the greenhouse, as suggested

by Santamouris (1999) and Singh and Tiwari (2000) as

shown in Fig. 1. The surface of the north wall inside
the greenhouse was painted black. A tray type crop

dryer was proposed adjoining the north wall and along

the length of the wall. An additional packed bed thermal

storage was provided in the drying section. Blowers were

provided at the base of the north wall with an appropri-

ate opening for forced convection to blow the hot air

from greenhouse into the drying section (Fig. 2).

During sunshine hours, solar radiation falls on differ-
ent surfaces of the greenhouse, is transmitted into the

greenhouse and absorbed by the north wall and floor

of the greenhouse, which emit the thermal (long wave

length) radiation and heat up the air enclosed in the

greenhouse. The air heated inside the greenhouse is then

passed through the packed bed to the crop dryer. The

hot air heats up the pebbles of packed bed, resulting

in a drop in the air temperature, which flows towards
the crop already placed in trays for drying. During sun-

shine hours, the packed bed is being charged by the hot

air of greenhouse and supplies a moderate air tempera-

ture for crop drying. Outside of these sunshine hours,

the greenhouse air at the lower temperature is being

heated, then passed through the packed bed and the

crop dryer. Thus the packed bed charged during sun-

shine hours due to the high temperature of the green-

house air is discharged (provide heat) during off-

sunshine hours.

3. Model development

The thermal model was developed from the energy

balance equations on the various functional components

of the greenhouse, packed bed and dryer. The energy

balance equations for the different components of the

greenhouse and dryer system as shown in Fig. 2 are writ-

ten on the following assumption:

(i) Absorptivity and heat capacity of air were neg-

ligible.

(ii) Storage capacity of the roof materials was neg-

ligible.

(iii) Heat flow was one dimensional and in a quasi-

steady state condition.

(iv) No heat loss to the environment from the packed
bed.

(v) Radiative exchange within the roofs of greenhouse

was neglected.

(vi) Greenhouse was oriented east–west.

3.1. Energy balance equations on various components

of the greenhouse

(a) For the north wall

anð1� q0ÞF n

X
I iAisi

¼ hnrðT jz¼0 � T rÞAn þ hnc1ðT jz¼0 � T c1ÞAnc1

þ hnc2ðT jz¼0 � T c2ÞAnc2 þ hnfðT jz¼0 � T fÞAnb ð1Þ

All dimensions in m

North wall

Blowers
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ventilators

Drying 
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Packed 
bed

Fig. 1. Isometric view of greenhouse with crop dryer showing various

components and parameters of optimization.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of greenhouse based crop dryer showing

various heat transfer coefficients.
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operations are for a short duration compared to cultiva-

tion, the drying can be performed without disturbing the

cultivations setup.

2. Description of greenhouse and dryer

A roof type span greenhouse (Jain & Tiwari, 2003a) is

proposed as the solar energy collector and was used

for crop drying. The orientation of the greenhouse axis

was East-west. There was a brick north wall to reduce

the thermal losses from the greenhouse, as suggested

by Santamouris (1999) and Singh and Tiwari (2000) as

shown in Fig. 1. The surface of the north wall inside
the greenhouse was painted black. A tray type crop

dryer was proposed adjoining the north wall and along

the length of the wall. An additional packed bed thermal

storage was provided in the drying section. Blowers were

provided at the base of the north wall with an appropri-

ate opening for forced convection to blow the hot air

from greenhouse into the drying section (Fig. 2).

During sunshine hours, solar radiation falls on differ-
ent surfaces of the greenhouse, is transmitted into the

greenhouse and absorbed by the north wall and floor

of the greenhouse, which emit the thermal (long wave

length) radiation and heat up the air enclosed in the

greenhouse. The air heated inside the greenhouse is then

passed through the packed bed to the crop dryer. The

hot air heats up the pebbles of packed bed, resulting

in a drop in the air temperature, which flows towards
the crop already placed in trays for drying. During sun-

shine hours, the packed bed is being charged by the hot

air of greenhouse and supplies a moderate air tempera-

ture for crop drying. Outside of these sunshine hours,

the greenhouse air at the lower temperature is being

heated, then passed through the packed bed and the

crop dryer. Thus the packed bed charged during sun-

shine hours due to the high temperature of the green-

house air is discharged (provide heat) during off-

sunshine hours.

3. Model development

The thermal model was developed from the energy

balance equations on the various functional components

of the greenhouse, packed bed and dryer. The energy

balance equations for the different components of the

greenhouse and dryer system as shown in Fig. 2 are writ-

ten on the following assumption:

(i) Absorptivity and heat capacity of air were neg-

ligible.

(ii) Storage capacity of the roof materials was neg-

ligible.

(iii) Heat flow was one dimensional and in a quasi-

steady state condition.

(iv) No heat loss to the environment from the packed
bed.

(v) Radiative exchange within the roofs of greenhouse

was neglected.

(vi) Greenhouse was oriented east–west.

3.1. Energy balance equations on various components

of the greenhouse

(a) For the north wall

anð1� q0ÞF n

X
I iAisi

¼ hnrðT jz¼0 � T rÞAn þ hnc1ðT jz¼0 � T c1ÞAnc1

þ hnc2ðT jz¼0 � T c2ÞAnc2 þ hnfðT jz¼0 � T fÞAnb ð1Þ

All dimensions in m
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Fig. 1. Isometric view of greenhouse with crop dryer showing various

components and parameters of optimization.
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Figure 7: Schematic views of a greenhouse and crop dryer for drying onions in trays with
an integrated packed bed storage unit (Jain (2005)).
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Figure 9: Temperature profile of the molten salt inside a conventional rock-filled
thermocline tank (Flueckiger and Garimella, 2014)
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Figure 10: Power tower plant performance for June 19− 23 (Flueckiger et al., 2014).
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50, 100, and 200. (Fernandez-Torrijos et al., 2017).
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Figure 12: Discharge efficiency as a function of Reynolds number under different wall
heat transfer rates Nuw (Yang and Garimella, 2010a).
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Figure 14: Results obtained with the “SAHL-2 beds” system (Arfaoui et al., 2017) for
the power absorbed (black line), net enthalpy flux carried out the air stream (red line)

and stored power (blue line).
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Figure 15: Temperature evolution in the middle height of the packed bed used by
Nallusamy and Velraj (2009) with water as the heat transfer fluid with a mass flow rate

of 6 L/min and two different voidages.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE PHASE-CHANGE STORAGE 55 

Motivated mainly by these circumstances, we propose an active combined 
system named "Latent Heat Thermal Energy StorageiHeat Pump System", which 
resolves the supercooling problem completely by introducing a heat pump device. 

A schematic diagram of the proposed system is presented in Figure 16. The 
system shown in the figure has a solar collector for a heat collection device. The 
system has three operational modes as is designated by different arrows. First is 
the space heating mode without heat pump operation. The loop is shown by a 
thick arrow. This loop will be operated when the temperature in the storage tank 
is higher than e.g. 318 K. In this case, the heat transfer fluid is delivered to fan 
radiators directly. Second is the space heating mode with heat pump operation. 
The corresponding loop is shown by a solid arrow. This loop will be operated 
when the temperature in the storage tank drops below e.g. 318 K and the space 
heating and domestic hot water (DHW) supplying can not be available. The 
working fluid that flows through the storage tank and the evaporator of the heat 
pump is cooled and eventually, nucleation takes place after passing through the 
supercooling period. Third is the space cooling mode shown by a dotted arrow. 
For this mode, the evaporator and the condenser should be reversed. The storage 
unit will be used as a high temperature heat source for heat rejection. 

Typical experimental results for the space heating mode is shown in Figure 17. 
The coefficient of performance (COP) obtained from real power consumption is 
also designated in the figure by a broken line. The COP is maintained at a high 
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FIGURE 17 Typical experimental variation of inlet and outlet temperature of the LHTES unit for 
space heating mode. Broken line shows COP. 
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Figure 16: Inlet and outlet temperatures of the water flowing through the PCM tank
and COP of the system proposed by Saitoh and Hirose (1986) and shown in Figure ??.
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Figure 17: Schematic of the three different systems compared in Wu et al. (2014): (a)
single PCM, (b) cascaded with two different PCMs and (c) cascaded with five different

PCMs
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Figure 18: Capsule center temperature along the tank height after 5 h of charging for
the three different systems compared in Wu et al. (2014)
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Figure 19: Sketches of some of the different filler configurations compared in Galione
et al. (2015). KOH refers to a fictitious PCM material with the same thermal properties
as potassium hydroxide but different melting temperatures. Qu refers to a layer made of

a mixture quartzite rock and sand.
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Figure 20: Steady cycling outflow temperature during discharging for 23 MWhth sensible
reference storage (H = 4m) and combined storage Geissbühler et al. (2016).
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models 1 and 2; however, they show a considerable deviation from
the experimental results. The difference between models 1 and 2 is
the consideration of the additional effect of the axial heat
conduction of the HTF and PCM in model 2. Since there is no
difference in the results between models 1 and 2, it is concluded
that the effect of the axial conduction is negligible compared to the
heat transfer by convection of the flowing HTF. Hence, it is
construed that while modeling the packed bed storage systemwith
spherical encapsulated containers using the porous medium
approach, the effect of conduction along the flow direction of the
HTF need not be considered in the model. The additional internal
conductive resistance of the PCM considered in the model 3, results
in closer agreement with the experimental results.

Additional parameters, like the size of the ball, and the
surrounding heat transfer coefficient which depends on the type of
the HTF and its flow velocity, may also influence the results of the
various models. Hence, to assess the performance of the models,
a numerical analysis is performed for the commonly used HTF (air
and water) at two different mass flow rates (0.05 kg/s and 0.015 kg/
s) and three different ball sizes (100 mm, 70 mm and 50 mm).

The surface heat transfer coefficients for the given mass flow
rate and the HTF during the flow over the spherical capsules were
evaluated, using the correlation given in Eq. (1), (Perry and Green);
they are given in Table 4 and these values are used in the numerical
analysis.

Fig. 6a and b show the charging time of the PCM evaluated at
various heights of the bed at two different mass flow rates of
0.05 kg/s and 0.015 kg/s using two different models 1 and 3 for
various sizes of the balls (50, 70 and 100 mm) drawn for the heat
transfer fluid of air and water respectively. Model 2 is not consid-
ered, as the results of models 1 and 2 are similar, and hence, the
simple model is considered for comparisonwith model 3. Since the
results of model 3 are in good agreement with the experimental
results, the percentage deviation of the results of the simplified
model is compared with the results of model 3.

It is seen from Fig. 6a and b that model 1 under-predicts the
charging time, and the difference is higher when water is the heat
transfer fluid. Further, it is seen that, for a given heat transfer fluid,
the difference between the results of model 1 and 3 decreases as
the ball size decreases. It is also observed that for a given ball size, in
both the cases of air and water as the HTF, the deviation of the
results between the models is less at a lower mass flow rate. In
addition, the deviation in the results is marginally higher at a lower
bed height. In order to present the difference between the results of
models 1 and 3 quantitatively, the results are presented as
percentage deviation in Table 5.

The reasons for the above deviations between the results of
models 1 and 3 are summarized below.

There are two resistances, namely, surface convective resistance
and internal conductive resistance, offered by the PCM in the
spherical capsules, that influence the heat transfer between the HTF
and the PCM, which in turn, is reflected in the charging time. Among
the various parameters considered in the present study, the physical
properties of the HTF, the mass flow rate of the HTF, and the size of
the ball vary the surface convective heat transfer coefficient. The
surface heat transfer coefficient is higher, when water is the heat
transfer fluid compared to air, and it increases when the mass flow
rate increases, and the diameter of the ball decreases in both the
cases of air and water, as seen from Table 4. The internal conductive
resistance, which varies as themelt frontmoves, is dependent on the
size of the balls. In both cases of the HTF, the difference between the
results of the models 1 and 3 decreases as the ball size decreases,
which is due to the decrease in the internal conductive resistance.
Hence, the results of model 1 approach those of model 3, when the
ball size decreases, that decreases the effective internal conductive
resistance. Both the models have given the same results when air is
the HTF, with the smallest ball size of 50 mm, and at a lower mass
flow rate of 0.015 kg/s. However, when water is the HTF, a consid-
erable deviation between the results of models 1 and 3 is observed,
even under similar conditions. The deviation is still higher when the
size of the ball increases. This is due to the increase in internal
conductive resistance in the PCM as the melting proceeds, and it
predominates the surface convective resistance, which is compara-
tively lesser, when air is the HTF. Hence, when the internal
conductive resistance is not considered inmodel 1, thismodel under-
predicts the charging time which is much higher when compared to
model 3. When air is the HTF, the surface heat transfer coefficient is
lower, and hence, the variation in the internal conduction resistance
has only a marginal effect on the overall heat transfer coefficient.
Hence, the variation of the results of models 1 and 3 is smaller, when
air is the HTF compared to water as the HTF.
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Fig. 5. Charging time of PCM at various height of the bed for air flow rate of a) 0.05 kg/s and b) 0.015 kg/s.

Table 4
Surface convective heat transfer coefficient at different conditions.

HTF Ball size, in mm Heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K

m ¼ 0.05 kg/s m ¼ 0.015 kg/s

Air 100 32.9 20.9
70 42.8 27.2
50 53.7 34.1

Water 100 224.6 142.7
70 291.9 185.5
50 366.1 232.6

S. Karthikeyan, R. Velraj / International Journal of Thermal Sciences 60 (2012) 153e160 157

(a) Bi = 7.5

models 1 and 2; however, they show a considerable deviation from
the experimental results. The difference between models 1 and 2 is
the consideration of the additional effect of the axial heat
conduction of the HTF and PCM in model 2. Since there is no
difference in the results between models 1 and 2, it is concluded
that the effect of the axial conduction is negligible compared to the
heat transfer by convection of the flowing HTF. Hence, it is
construed that while modeling the packed bed storage systemwith
spherical encapsulated containers using the porous medium
approach, the effect of conduction along the flow direction of the
HTF need not be considered in the model. The additional internal
conductive resistance of the PCM considered in the model 3, results
in closer agreement with the experimental results.

Additional parameters, like the size of the ball, and the
surrounding heat transfer coefficient which depends on the type of
the HTF and its flow velocity, may also influence the results of the
various models. Hence, to assess the performance of the models,
a numerical analysis is performed for the commonly used HTF (air
and water) at two different mass flow rates (0.05 kg/s and 0.015 kg/
s) and three different ball sizes (100 mm, 70 mm and 50 mm).

The surface heat transfer coefficients for the given mass flow
rate and the HTF during the flow over the spherical capsules were
evaluated, using the correlation given in Eq. (1), (Perry and Green);
they are given in Table 4 and these values are used in the numerical
analysis.

Fig. 6a and b show the charging time of the PCM evaluated at
various heights of the bed at two different mass flow rates of
0.05 kg/s and 0.015 kg/s using two different models 1 and 3 for
various sizes of the balls (50, 70 and 100 mm) drawn for the heat
transfer fluid of air and water respectively. Model 2 is not consid-
ered, as the results of models 1 and 2 are similar, and hence, the
simple model is considered for comparisonwith model 3. Since the
results of model 3 are in good agreement with the experimental
results, the percentage deviation of the results of the simplified
model is compared with the results of model 3.

It is seen from Fig. 6a and b that model 1 under-predicts the
charging time, and the difference is higher when water is the heat
transfer fluid. Further, it is seen that, for a given heat transfer fluid,
the difference between the results of model 1 and 3 decreases as
the ball size decreases. It is also observed that for a given ball size, in
both the cases of air and water as the HTF, the deviation of the
results between the models is less at a lower mass flow rate. In
addition, the deviation in the results is marginally higher at a lower
bed height. In order to present the difference between the results of
models 1 and 3 quantitatively, the results are presented as
percentage deviation in Table 5.

The reasons for the above deviations between the results of
models 1 and 3 are summarized below.

There are two resistances, namely, surface convective resistance
and internal conductive resistance, offered by the PCM in the
spherical capsules, that influence the heat transfer between the HTF
and the PCM, which in turn, is reflected in the charging time. Among
the various parameters considered in the present study, the physical
properties of the HTF, the mass flow rate of the HTF, and the size of
the ball vary the surface convective heat transfer coefficient. The
surface heat transfer coefficient is higher, when water is the heat
transfer fluid compared to air, and it increases when the mass flow
rate increases, and the diameter of the ball decreases in both the
cases of air and water, as seen from Table 4. The internal conductive
resistance, which varies as themelt frontmoves, is dependent on the
size of the balls. In both cases of the HTF, the difference between the
results of the models 1 and 3 decreases as the ball size decreases,
which is due to the decrease in the internal conductive resistance.
Hence, the results of model 1 approach those of model 3, when the
ball size decreases, that decreases the effective internal conductive
resistance. Both the models have given the same results when air is
the HTF, with the smallest ball size of 50 mm, and at a lower mass
flow rate of 0.015 kg/s. However, when water is the HTF, a consid-
erable deviation between the results of models 1 and 3 is observed,
even under similar conditions. The deviation is still higher when the
size of the ball increases. This is due to the increase in internal
conductive resistance in the PCM as the melting proceeds, and it
predominates the surface convective resistance, which is compara-
tively lesser, when air is the HTF. Hence, when the internal
conductive resistance is not considered inmodel 1, thismodel under-
predicts the charging time which is much higher when compared to
model 3. When air is the HTF, the surface heat transfer coefficient is
lower, and hence, the variation in the internal conduction resistance
has only a marginal effect on the overall heat transfer coefficient.
Hence, the variation of the results of models 1 and 3 is smaller, when
air is the HTF compared to water as the HTF.
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Fig. 5. Charging time of PCM at various height of the bed for air flow rate of a) 0.05 kg/s and b) 0.015 kg/s.

Table 4
Surface convective heat transfer coefficient at different conditions.

HTF Ball size, in mm Heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K

m ¼ 0.05 kg/s m ¼ 0.015 kg/s

Air 100 32.9 20.9
70 42.8 27.2
50 53.7 34.1

Water 100 224.6 142.7
70 291.9 185.5
50 366.1 232.6

S. Karthikeyan, R. Velraj / International Journal of Thermal Sciences 60 (2012) 153e160 157

(b) Bi = 4.7

Figure 21: Comparison of the continuous phase models without conduction in the solid
phase (model 1) and with conduction (model 2) along with the concentric dispersion

model (model 3) and the experimental data (Karthikeyan and Velraj, 2012).
Experimental data were obtained using air as the heat transfer fluid and

70-mm-diameter spheres filled with paraffin wax as the PCM.
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Figure 23: Classification of the different chemical and sorption storage processes
according to N’tsoukpoe et al. (2009).
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Generally, fixed bed reactors are considered to be the most
appropriate reactor configuration for hydration/dehydration reac-
tions [10]. Since in fixed bed reactors heat and mass transfer are
critical, Zondag et al. [11] suggest either to stir, to increase the
active surface area in it, and/or to purge inert gases of the reactor.
In moving bed reactors, there may be problems with the heat
transfer within the reactor, but metal fins are suggested to
enhance it [12].

2.1.2. Open/closed storage systems
The main difference between closed and open systems is the

storage of the gas reactant (working fluid). Looking at Fig. 2, right,
in closed configurations, water circulates in a hermetically closed
loop. In order not to store released water in vapour state (because
of the high volume it would require), it is condensed until it is
needed again. At that moment, the evaporator will return water in
vapour state. Also, a water reservoir is needed. In open configura-
tions, water is taken and released to the ambient air.

A low heat source is needed to deliver energy required for
water evaporation (Qevap Fig. 2, right), for closed systems. This
energy has to be either extremely low cost or free, and additionally
has to come from a heat source of at least �5 1C. Ground bore-
holes and solar collectors are the most used candidates to act as
low heat source.

Closed systems allow adjusting the operating pressure of the
working fluid. In open systems, the working fluid should be a
substance that can be released to the atmosphere, usually water
[13]. Pressure is not a variable since these systems are working
opened to the atmosphere and pressure is set to the atmospheric
pressure. Moreover, weather conditions are limiting and an analysis
should be carried out to define whether the ambient moisture is
sufficient for a good discharging rate. Otherwise, an additional
humidifier is required to make the air wet to react with the TCM.

Closed systems are able to reach higher output temperatures
for heating applications compared to open systems. Furthermore,
they can supply lower temperatures for cooling [13].

The geometrical parameters and the dynamical behaviour of
the closed sorption systems are strongly related. The available
temperature depends on the pressure of the sorbate and the
driving force is limited by the external temperature ranges – the
low temperature energy source – the mid temperature source/sink
and the high temperature energy source, which is aimed to be a
solar collector [14].

Michel et al. [15] compare closed and open modes with the
same TCM (SrBr2 �1H2O/SrBr2 �6H2O) and simulation results show
similar global performances, 0.96 and 1.13 W/kg, respectively.

3. TCM materials/reactions

3.1. Classification

In the literature different attempts have been made to classify
the studied storage materials, also known as thermochemical
materials (TCM). Absorption, adsorption and chemical reactions
are the thermochemical processes accepted.

Absorption and adsorption can either be physical or chemical. As
explained by Srivastava and Eames [16], adsorption is a surface
phenomenon taking place at the interface of two phases, in which
cohesive forces including hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
forces act between the molecules of all substances. In this case,
there is no change in the molecular configuration of the compound.

On the other hand, in essence, absorption involves substances
in one state being incorporated into the bulk volume of another
substance in a different state, whereas adsorption involves sub-
stances being adhered to the surface of another substance. Sorp-
tion is a general term used to refer to both.

Then, there are also the chemical reactions where molecular
configurations change. Chemical energy consists of using a source
of energy to excite a reversible chemical reaction, being exother-
mic in the discharge and endothermic in the charge.

When looking at the literature information regarding the TCM
classification is confusing and sometimes differs. Although the
classification of the TCM is out of the scope of this paper a
compilation of the studies published so far is presented next.
From this information it is concluded that further studies should
be performed in order to establish a clear classification of the TCM
reactions.

N’Tsoukpoe et al. [18] consider that sorption comprises physical
and chemical, absorption and adsorption. Also, chemical solid/gas
reactions are considered as chemisorption (chemical adsorption)
as shown in Fig. 3, where salt hydrates would belong to.

Abedin and Rosen [18] suggest to refer to the entire category as
chemical energy storage and to divide it into sorption and
thermochemical reactions, where sorption includes adsorption
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(a) Open configuration

Generally, fixed bed reactors are considered to be the most
appropriate reactor configuration for hydration/dehydration reac-
tions [10]. Since in fixed bed reactors heat and mass transfer are
critical, Zondag et al. [11] suggest either to stir, to increase the
active surface area in it, and/or to purge inert gases of the reactor.
In moving bed reactors, there may be problems with the heat
transfer within the reactor, but metal fins are suggested to
enhance it [12].

2.1.2. Open/closed storage systems
The main difference between closed and open systems is the

storage of the gas reactant (working fluid). Looking at Fig. 2, right,
in closed configurations, water circulates in a hermetically closed
loop. In order not to store released water in vapour state (because
of the high volume it would require), it is condensed until it is
needed again. At that moment, the evaporator will return water in
vapour state. Also, a water reservoir is needed. In open configura-
tions, water is taken and released to the ambient air.

A low heat source is needed to deliver energy required for
water evaporation (Qevap Fig. 2, right), for closed systems. This
energy has to be either extremely low cost or free, and additionally
has to come from a heat source of at least �5 1C. Ground bore-
holes and solar collectors are the most used candidates to act as
low heat source.

Closed systems allow adjusting the operating pressure of the
working fluid. In open systems, the working fluid should be a
substance that can be released to the atmosphere, usually water
[13]. Pressure is not a variable since these systems are working
opened to the atmosphere and pressure is set to the atmospheric
pressure. Moreover, weather conditions are limiting and an analysis
should be carried out to define whether the ambient moisture is
sufficient for a good discharging rate. Otherwise, an additional
humidifier is required to make the air wet to react with the TCM.

Closed systems are able to reach higher output temperatures
for heating applications compared to open systems. Furthermore,
they can supply lower temperatures for cooling [13].

The geometrical parameters and the dynamical behaviour of
the closed sorption systems are strongly related. The available
temperature depends on the pressure of the sorbate and the
driving force is limited by the external temperature ranges – the
low temperature energy source – the mid temperature source/sink
and the high temperature energy source, which is aimed to be a
solar collector [14].

Michel et al. [15] compare closed and open modes with the
same TCM (SrBr2 �1H2O/SrBr2 �6H2O) and simulation results show
similar global performances, 0.96 and 1.13 W/kg, respectively.

3. TCM materials/reactions

3.1. Classification

In the literature different attempts have been made to classify
the studied storage materials, also known as thermochemical
materials (TCM). Absorption, adsorption and chemical reactions
are the thermochemical processes accepted.

Absorption and adsorption can either be physical or chemical. As
explained by Srivastava and Eames [16], adsorption is a surface
phenomenon taking place at the interface of two phases, in which
cohesive forces including hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
forces act between the molecules of all substances. In this case,
there is no change in the molecular configuration of the compound.

On the other hand, in essence, absorption involves substances
in one state being incorporated into the bulk volume of another
substance in a different state, whereas adsorption involves sub-
stances being adhered to the surface of another substance. Sorp-
tion is a general term used to refer to both.

Then, there are also the chemical reactions where molecular
configurations change. Chemical energy consists of using a source
of energy to excite a reversible chemical reaction, being exother-
mic in the discharge and endothermic in the charge.

When looking at the literature information regarding the TCM
classification is confusing and sometimes differs. Although the
classification of the TCM is out of the scope of this paper a
compilation of the studies published so far is presented next.
From this information it is concluded that further studies should
be performed in order to establish a clear classification of the TCM
reactions.

N’Tsoukpoe et al. [18] consider that sorption comprises physical
and chemical, absorption and adsorption. Also, chemical solid/gas
reactions are considered as chemisorption (chemical adsorption)
as shown in Fig. 3, where salt hydrates would belong to.

Abedin and Rosen [18] suggest to refer to the entire category as
chemical energy storage and to divide it into sorption and
thermochemical reactions, where sorption includes adsorption
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Fig. 1. External reactor with an open configuration. Where H: hydrate and D:
dehydrate (Eq. (2)).
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(b) Closed configuration

Figure 24: Open (a) and closed (b) configurations for the integration of a sorption
reactor system (Solé et al., 2015).
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(a) Charging process

(b) Discharging process

Figure 25: Experimental results obtained by Johannes et al. (2015) during the charging
process (ab) and discharging process (b). In both cases, the air mass flow rate was
180 m3/h, and the relative humidity of the air in the discharging process was 70 %.
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Figure 26: Experimental results in a packed bed with a 1-cm diameter obtained by
Zondag et al. (2008) during the discharging process using CaCl2. The initial temperature

of the reactor was 50 ◦C and the steam was introduced in the reactor at 10◦C.
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Figure 27: Comparison of the charging process in a packed bed filled with zeolites, where
the bed was in the steady state or stirred (Zondag et al., 2008).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 28: (a) Location of the thermocouples in the reactor used by Yan and Zhao
(2016) and (b) experimental results obtained during a charging process.
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Figure 29: Experimental results of the full charging-discharging process in a lab-scale
packed bed through the redox reaction of manganese-iron oxide. In the discharging

process, the air inlet temperature is reduced at a rate of 5 K/min (Wokon et al., 2017).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 30: Numerical results of the charging process obtained by Ströhle et al. (2017) in
a reactor with a diameter of 1 m and height of 4 m. In (a), the temperature profile over

time along the bed height is shown, and (b) shows the details of the thermochemical
section at the top of the reactor, including the temperatures of the tubes and the HTF.
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Figure 5.11. Reactor temperatures relation 25 - cycles fixed bed Mn3O4LH assay. 

Fortunately, the workbench is equipped with a gaseous analyser to measure oxygen 

concentration variation in the exhaust gases. The manganese oxide reaction is clearly 

appreciable in Figure 5.12, where on the left there is oxygen depletion related to the oxidation 

of the material and on the right there is an increase of oxygen due to the reduction reaction of 

the manganese oxide. It is necessary to mention that the steps shown in the figure are related 

to the sensibility of the analyser, unable to detect variation smaller than 0.1 %. 

 
Figure 5.12. Oxygen concentration variation for the 25 - cycles fixed bed Mn3O4LH assay. 

Figure 5.13 highlights the first cycle of the material showing that it is heated up to reduction 

temperature, where the oxygen concentration in the exhaust gas increases. The material is 

then cooled down to oxidation temperature where the oxygen concentration decreases 

quickly in a short temperature range.  

In subsequent cycles, the oxidation of the material takes longer producing wider and flatter 

oxygen depletions. The peaks observed for the reduction reaction remain of the same wide, 

their flattering in subsequent cycles is due to the lost in reactivity of the manganese oxide. 

(a) packed bed with Mn3O4LH
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The temperature at the reactor exit slightly decreases with de number of cycles; for the 

maximum value there is a variation of about 30 ºC and 10 ºC for the minimum one. Rather than 

being related to the test material, this decrease is due to heat loses at the exit of the reactor, 

where the insulating material was a little bit damaged. Nevertheless, the maximum 

temperature step to the temperature at the entrance is of about 330 ºC at the middle of the 

experiment, which is half way between the manganese oxide fluidized and fixed bed results.  

 
Figure 5.34. Reactor temperature evolution in the 25 - cycles fixed bed MnOx5%Fe pellets assay. 

From Figure 5.34 it is also appreciable the effect of the initial heating process in the two first 

cycles. Figure 5.35 shows the temperature of the air after going through the manganese oxide 

pellets bed plotted versus the temperature at the entrance. For this assay, the controller used 

was a PI controller which is the reason why the minimum temperature does not reach the 

setpoint. This, together with the safety shutdowns, makes it difficult to gather any further 

information from the next figure. 

 
Figure 5.35. Reactor temperatures relation 25 - cycles fixed bed MnOx5%Fe pellets assay. 

Nevertheless, Figure 5.36 shows the oxygen concentration variation in the exhaust gases 

through the assay, demonstrating the manganese oxide doped material reaction. On the left of 

(b) packed bed with MnOx5 %Fe
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the contrary the oxidation velocity reaction gets smaller along the cycles, so its effect in the air 

temperature is spread in the low temperature zone. 

 
Figure 5.24. Reactor temperatures relation in the 25 - cycles fluidized bed Mn3O4LH assay. 

Furthermore, Figure 5.25 shows the oxygen concentration variation in the exhaust gases. The 

peaks due to the material reduction are well defined at high temperatures. By the contrary, 

the lack of oxygen due to the oxidation reaction is not clearly identified. The fact of the 

oxidation reaction taking longer with the number of thermal cycles, together with the 

turbulence caused by the high air flow required to reach fluidization conditions, implies more 

important oxygen dilution. Thus, the oxygen depletion is only clearly appreciable in the first 

few cycles. Nevertheless, comparing to the fix bed test, it is appreciable how fluidization 

conditions favour the reaction; there are oxygen peaks up to cycle ten. 

 
Figure 5.25. Oxygen concentration variation for the 25 - cycles fluidized bed Mn3O4LH assay. 

To complete the analysis, Figure 5.26 shows the pressure variation through the whole 

experiment. There is a slight increase of pressure drop cycling values in the initial cycles and a 

smooth decrease in the following cycles. This is related to the variation of the material 

properties with the thermal cycles. Nevertheless, there are no discordances in the line of the 

Reduction 
Oxidation 

(c) fluidized bed with Mn3O4LH

Figure 31: Temperature in the middle of the reactor versus the air inlet temperature
over 25 consecutive cycles with (a) a packed bed containing Mn3O4LH particles, (b) a
packed bed containing doped particles MnOx5 %Fe and (c) a fluidized bed containing

Mn3O4LH particles.
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Figure 32: Experimental heat transfer coefficient in a fluidized bed of (a) sand and (b)
granular PCM (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2015b).
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Particle receiver designs



Direct particle
heating receiver


Free-falling particle receivers
Obstructed particle receivers
Rotating kiln/centrifugal receivers
Fluidized particle receivers

Indirect particle
heating receiver

{
Gravity-driven particle flow through enclosures
Fluidized particle flow technologies

Figure 33: Scheme of classification of different particle receiver design. Ho (2016)
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(a) Conventional tower system

        

(b) Beam down reflector system

Figure 34: Different configurations of a CSP reflector system, depending on the location
of the receiver Matsubara et al. (2014).
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Figure 35: Experimental temperature profile as a function of axial distance in the
fluidized and packed bed receiver Flamant and Olalde (1983). Both experiments were

performed on SiC with a gas mass flow rate of 0.27 kg/m 2s
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velocity ðU � Umf Þ. The energy balance on the collection
zone therefore reads:

aq ¼ erT 4
s þ qUcpðT s � T bedÞ þ bqsð1� emf ÞðU � Umf Þcps

� ðT s � T bedÞ ð4Þ

where a and e are the fluidized bed absorptivity and
emissivity, respectively, q the radiative flux, r the

Stefan–Boltzmann constant, T s and T bed the temperatures
of the collection and bulk zones, respectively, q and qs

the gas density (at T bed ) and bed solids density, respectively,
cp and cps the gas and bed solids specific heat, respectively,
averaged over the temperature range ½T bed ; T s�. Under the
assumption of grey-body behaviour of bed surface, a
equals e.
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Fig. 10. Probability density functions of the time-series of bed surface temperature obtained in experiments at different gas superficial velocities without
injection of bubbles.
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Fig. 11. Probability density functions of the time-series of bed surface temperature obtained in experiments at different gas superficial velocities (left: fixed
bed, centre: incipiently fluidized bed, right: freely bubbling bed) with injection of bubbles through the BGS. Nozzle–surface gap: 0.09 m (up); 0.03 m
(down).

C. Tregambi et al. / Solar Energy 129 (2016) 85–100 97

Figure 37: Probability density functions of the bed surface under freely bubbling
conditions for different air flow rates. Data obtained by Tregambi et al. (2016).
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Figure 38: Qualitative outline of the solid flow patterns in dense gas fluidized beds: A)
even fluidization; B) uneven fluidization. (Salatino et al., 2016)
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Figure 39: Solid flow patterns in dense gas fluidized beds from 2D CFD computations:
A) even fluidization (U = Umf -in the inset: details of the flow patterns around a rising
bubble); B) uneven fluidization (f = 1/5;U/f = 6Umf ;U/(1− f) = 1.5Umf ). (Salatino

et al., 2016)
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Figure 40: Experimental axial temperature distribution in the fluidized bed vs. number
of fluidization: silicon carbide, d = 0.25 · 10−3 m; φ1 = 20 · 10−4W/m2 (Flamant, 1982).
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Figure 41: Temperature distribution in the fluidized bed receiver proposed byMatsubara
et al. (2014), Fig. ??
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Figure 42: General scheme of the linear-ground fluidized-bed receiver proposed by
Gómez-Hernández et al. (2017).
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Figure 43: Photograph of the sun-heated absorber tube in the solar receiver during
cooling. (Benoit et al., 2015)
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capacity, in kJ/kgK, calculated at the average particle temperature
ðTp;o þ Tp;iÞ=2 Tp,o and Tp,i, particle temperature in the tube center of
the outlet and at the tube inlet inside the dispenser, respectively.

DTlm ¼

�
Tintw;i � Tp;i

�
�
�
Tintw;o � Tp;o

�

ln
�

Tint
w;i�Tp;i

T int
w;i�Tp;o

� (3)

T, temperature, with subscripts i/o for the inlet/outlet of the
irradiated tube section, subscripts w/p for the tube wall and parti-
cles, and superscript int for the internal tube wall.

Heat absorbed by the air flow can be neglected since it only
represents about 1% of the heat absorbed by the solid flow [11].

Pressure drop measurements over a given distance, L, in the
receiver tube determine the particle volume fraction ap, being the
fraction of the bed occupied by the particles, and the suspension
voidage ε, i.e. fraction occupied by gas. The pressure drop across the

bed is equal to the suspension hydrostatic pressure. Pressure gra-
dients ranged between 90 mbar/m (high superficial gas flow rate,
low solid flux) and 115 mbar/m (low superficial gas flow rate, high
solid flux), Equation (4) determines the particle volume fraction ap
as 29e37%, respectively. The pressure gradient was constant from
about 0.1 m above the secondary air injection to the top of the tube.
It was closer to 125 mbar/m in the dispenser.

ap ¼ 1� ε ¼ DP
rpgL

(4)

The relative error of the experimental data was determined by
the standard procedure of differentiating the calculation equations,
and below 25% toward heat transfer coefficient and less than 2% for
ap.

4. Results and discussion

Results, for both single-tube and multi-tube rigs can be
expressed per total receiver tube surface area, and are illustrated in

Fig. 4. Illustration of the finned tube. (a)3D illustration; (b) Top view of the finned tube.
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Fig. 5. Experimental values of the heat flux transferred to the particle suspension
versus solids circulation flux, G, for all experimental superficial gas velocities between
0.04 and 0.19 m/s.
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the standard procedure of differentiating the calculation equations,
and below 25% toward heat transfer coefficient and less than 2% for
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4. Results and discussion

Results, for both single-tube and multi-tube rigs can be
expressed per total receiver tube surface area, and are illustrated in

Fig. 4. Illustration of the finned tube. (a)3D illustration; (b) Top view of the finned tube.
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(b) Heat transfer coefficient

Figure 44: (a) Heat flux transferred to the particles for a single and a multi-tube particle
solar receiver and (b) heat transfer coefficient for different single tube diameters.

Experimental data reported by Zhang et al. (2017).
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Figure 45: Evolution of the heat transfer coefficient in a fluidized bed with a granular
PCM (Izquierdo-Barrientos et al., 2015b). Tair is the air inlet temperature and T∞ the
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Thermochemical conversion of solar energy decarbonation of CaCO3 

Table 2. Thermal storage of energy (Incident power P~ = 1.4 kW) 

Sand Chamotte Ilmenite 

Equilibrium Temperature of the 1000 
bed(uo = 5 x 10-2m.s -1) 

Energy stored: Q, kWh. kg- 1 0.240 
Efficiency for thermal storage: 0.16 

r/s 
Fraction of power transferred to 0.03 

gas: r/g 

1100 1250 

0.250 0.220 
0.25 0.35 

0.04 0.05 
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charge temperature (CaCO3), as a function of the fill- 
ing ratio of the furnace z*; z* is defined as the relative 
volume of matter inside the reactor at the steady 
state. 

The temperature difference between charge and 
wall must be interpreted in terms of residence time of 
the charge and of the properties of materials involved 
(~, Al2Os = 0.5; E~, CaCO3/CaO = 0.7 at ~. = 2.9 pm), 

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF 
DECARBONATION OF CALCITE 

Future "solar tower plants" will require operations 
in the range 500-1000°C. We have therefore selected 
as a possible application an endothermal reaction 
which takes place at 900°C, namely decarbonation of 

CaCO 3. 
Such a reversible reaction is of interest for chemical 

storage of energy (1) 

CaCO3 ~ CaO + CO2; T --- 900°C, pCO2 

= 1 atm., AH ° = 42.6 kcal. mole-  1. 

Indeed the variation of enthalpy is large enough, 
the temperature of reaction is moderate, and the 
products are easy to separate. Furthermore, the ther- 
mal storage capacity per unit volume is large 
( ~ 560 kWh '  m -  3) [2, 14]. 
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Fig. 9. Temperature of reacting calcite versus time. Curve 
A: temperature in the bulk of the bed measured with a 
thermocouple Pi: 1.75 kW, bead diameter d = 0.6-43.8 mm 
particle diameter dp: 0.204).315mm superficial gaz vel- 
ocity 70.10-3 m/s. Curve B: Brightness temperature of the 
bed-surface versus time of reaction measurements with an 

optical pyrometer at 2 = 2.9/~m. 

Such a reaction is also of great interest in prepara- 
tive chemistry of hydraulic materials based upon cal- 
cium oxide (lime, cement). We investigated decompo- 
sition of calcite in both reactors. 

4.1 Fluid bed 

The radiative properties of the system are continu- 
ously modified due to chemical reaction. The tem- 
perature therefore changes, since absorption and 
emission properties vary. 

In Fig. 9 the temperature changes of a fluid bed of 
calcite in terms of time is shown. Curve A illustrate 
internal temperature measurements by thermocou- 
pies, while curve B is the apparent temperature of the 
surface of the bed measured by optical pyrometry at 
2.9 #m. 

Comparison of these profiles indicates that emit- 
tance of the bed is maximum (0.85) at a conversion 
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Fig. 10. Influence of modification of absorptance on reac- 
tion ratio and thermal efficiency for the decarbonation of 
CaCO3. Curves: a--Conversion ratio versus time of reac- 
tion; b--Thermo chemical efficiency of decarbonation 
versus conversion ratio. Curve A--without addition; Curve 
B--with addition of 1~o of graphite (by weight) respect- 
ively. Pi = 1.7 kW; bead diameter: d: 2 mm; particle diam- 
eter: dp = 0.20-0.315mm weight of the load m = 25g 

superficial gas velocity Uo = 33 mm/s. 

Figure 47: Temperature evolution versus time obtained by Flamant et al. (1980) in a
fluidized bed with 10 g of calcite. Curve A represents the temperature within the bed

and curve B the temperature of the free bed surface.
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394 GILLES FLAMANT, DANIEL HERNANDEZ, CLAUDE BONET and JEAN-PIERRE TRAVERSE 

,7 ~ 4 ~  .:2 ~;' .% ~':" ". 

Fig. 14. Scheme of a new solar fluidized bed. Reactor under 
investigation. This receiver combines the advantages of a 
cavity and those of a fluidized bed.: 1: concentrated solar 
rays; 2: fluidized bed; 3: particules outlet; 4: gas inlet; 5: 
gas outlet; 6: insulator; 7: gas distributor; 8: particules 

inlet; 9: metallic transfer wall. 

CONCLUSION 
Future development of gas solid reactors adapted 

to thermochemical processing of inorganic materials 
through concentrated solar energy will utilize the 
present results which showed feasibility of conversion 
of solar energy--either thermally or thermo- 
chemically--with reasonable efficiencies (0.1-0.2). The 
rotary kiln exhibits a large absorption coefficient, 
while the main advantage with the fluid bed is the 
high transfer rate. 

Combination of both properties is possible and will 
be examined in the near future. 

Figure 14 presents the scheme of a proposed reac- 
tor the main parts of which are: 

• an internal cavity for absorption of incident 
radiation--metallic wall, 
• an external reacting fluid bed, surrounding the 
cavity, operating continuously in a single step or in a 
multistage process. 

Excellent transfer coefficients between the bed and 
the internal wall provide the system with the energy 
required for decarbonation. In this way the trans- 
parent wall is not longer necessary. Homogeneous 
internal heating may be achieved by constructing 
inside the cavity, a secondary bed with the purpose of 
evenly distributing the energy within it. With such an 
arrangement, the internal bed (inert absorbing 
material) absorbs energy, which is transferred to the 
wall and then to the external bed. 

Such reactors could find applications for conver- 
sion of concentrated solar energy, e.g. heating of gas 
by means of fluid bed receiver, high temperature ther- 
mal storage with solid material, thermochemical stor- 
age involving gas-solid systems, preparative chemistry 
of carbonated materials thermal treatment of ores, 
drying and dehydration. 
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adapt6s. II s'agit de r6acteurs permettant un fonctionnement continu ~ haute temp6rature: r6acteur ~ lit 
fluidis6 et r6acteur/l lit brass6. 

La temp6rature de traitement de mat6riaux inertes fluidis6s (silice, chamotte, ilmenite) peut varier de 
600/t 1300°C suivant leur nature, leurs propri6t6s radiatives ainsi que la vitesse du gaz, le diam~tre des 
particules et la masse du lit. On obtient un traitement h une temp6rature sensiblement homog~ne dans 
un grand volume du r6acteur, Le rendement de conversion thermique peut atteindre 0,35 avec l'ilmenite 
/t 1250°C bien qu'il ne s'agisse que d'une exp6rience de laboratoire. 

Dans le four cyclindrique tournant les mat6riaux sont soumis/t un gradient thermique important. Par 
exemple la temperature peut varier de 1500°C/l l'entr6e jusqu'h 300°C au fond du four. La temp6rature 
d6pend beaucoup moins que prec+demment des propri6t6s radiatives des mat6riaux/t cause de l'effet de 
cavitY. L'etficacit6 de conversion thermique pour ce montage de laboratoire est de I'ordre de 0,1q3,3. 
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de l'ordre de 15% pour un taux de d6composition d'environ 75~,. Ces r6sultats apparaissent pouvoir &re 
beaucoup am61ior6s. 

Figure 48: Scheme of the annular-fluidized bed thermochemical reactor proposed by
Flamant et al. (1980).
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(a) Gas channelling (b) Fissures in the bed

Figure 49: Experimental observation of Pardo et al. (2014a) when they tried to directly
fluidize Ca(OH)2 with a mean particle size of 3.8µm.
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Figure 50: Cycling study carried out by Pardo et al. (2014a).
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Figure 51: Temperatures measured in the bed during a full charging-discharging cycle in
a fluidized bed with 1.8 kg of CaO/(Ca(OH))2 (Criado et al., 2017).
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Figure 52: Comparison of the experimental data obtained by Rougé et al. (2017) with
their model. The smooth curve of the experimental data represented with a dotted line

was obtained with a Savitzky-Golay smooth 4th degree filter. The Xfactor = 1.5 indicates
the interchange between the bubble and the emulsion phase in the K-L model.
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Figure 53: Scheme of the CaO/Ca(OH)2 thermochemical energy storage system with a
circulating fluidized bed during (a) discharge (hydration) process and (b) discharge

(dehydration) process.
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(a) Charging process

(b) Discharging process

Figure 54: Scheme of a TCS system in parallel configuration (Ströhle et al., 2016).
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(a) Charging process

(b) Discharging process

Figure 55: Scheme of a TCS system in serial configuration (Ströhle et al., 2016).
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Table 1: Main characteristics of the different particle types used in packed and
gas-fluidized beds.
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Packed beds Fluidized beds

Particle size & 1 mm < 1 mm

Temperature distribution in the bed plug-flow and stratified well mixed and homogenous

Heat transfer rate with an immersed surface low, h ≈ 10− 102 W/(m2 K) high, h ≈ 102 − 103 W/(m2 K)

Erosion and abrasion of the particles null high

Pressure drop and pumping costs low-medium can be high for deep beds

Table 2: Main characteristics of packed and fluidized beds.
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Density Specific heat Heat capacity Thermal conductivity

Medium ρ [kg/m3] cp [kJ/kgK] ρ · cp [kJ/m3K] λ [W/mK]

Aluminum 2707 0.896 2425.47 204 at 20◦C

Aluminum oxide 3900 0.84 3276

Aluminum sulfate 2710 0.75 2032.50

Brick 1698 0.84 1426.32 0.69 at 29◦C

Brick magnesia 3000 1.13 3390 5.07

Concrete 2240 1.13 2531.20 0.9 1.3

Cast iron 7900 0.837 6612.30 29.3

Pure iron 7897 0.452 3569.44 73.0 at 20◦C

Calcium chloride 2510 0.67 1681.70

Copper 8954 0.383 3429.38 385 at 20◦C

Earth (wet) 1700 2.093 3558.10 2.51

Earth (dry) 1260 0.795 1001.70 0.25

Potassium chloride 1980 0.67 1326.60

Potassium sulfate 2660 0.92 2447.20

Sodium carbonate 2510 1.09 2735.90

Stone, granite 2640 0.82 2164.80 1.73−3.98

Stone, limestone 2500 0.9 2250 1.26−1.33

Stone, marble 2600 0.8 2080 2.07−2.94

Stone, sandstone 2200 0.71 1562 1.83

Water (For reference) 1000 4.186 4186 0.591 at 15◦C

Table 3: Comparison of the thermal properties of sensible heat storage materials (Singh
et al. (2010)).
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Parameter Solar air-based systems Solar liquid-based systems

Collector flow rate 5 - 20 l
s·m2 30 - 70 l

h·m2

Storage capacity 0.15 - 0.35 m3 of pebbles
m2 of solar collector

50 - 180 l of water
m2 of solar collector

Pebble size (graded to uniform size) 0.01 - 0.05 m -

Bed length, flow direction 1.25 - 2.5m -

Pressure drops:

Pebble bed 55 Pa -

Collectors 50 - 200 Pa -

Ductwork 10 Pa -

Maximum recommended entry velocity 4 m/s 1.5 - 2 m/s

Table 4: Typical design parameters for low-temperature solar air-based and liquid-based
systems (Duffie and Beckman (2013)).
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Parameter Studied range

Sphericity (ψ) 0.55-1.00

Void fraction (ε) 0.306-0.63

Mass velocity (G) 0.155−0.266 (kg/s m2)

Reynolds number (Re)

1257-2157 (T-joint masonry tile bricks)

1047-1797 (standard masonry tile bricks)

1257-2157 (standard masonry bricks)

1558-2674 (concrete cubes)

1139-1955 (concrete spheres)

Table 5: Range of variation of the main parameters studied by Singh et al. (2006).
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Packed beds Fluidized beds

Oxide/hydroxide favorite favorite

Metal/metal hydride favorite unavailable

Oxide/carbonate acceptable favorite

Redox reaction acceptable favorite

Table 6: Popular reactors for different high-temperature reactions (Pan and Zhao, 2017).
“Favorite” indicates that the reactor is recommended, “Acceptable” indicates that the

reactor can be used with some intrinsic drawbacks, and “Unavailable” indicates that the
reactor is not suitable.
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Table 7: Particles used by different researchers for fluidized bed with direct radiation on
particles.
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Packed Bed Fluidized bed

ZrO2 SiC ZrO2 SiC

Fraction lost by reflexion* 50% 10% 55% 19%

Fraction lost by conduction-convection 5% 5% 5-10 % 5-20%

Fraction lost by IR Emission 15-25% 45-55% 1-6% 10-25%

Fraction transferred to the gas 20-30% 30-40% 30-40% 40-70%

Table 8: Experimental heat balance of both receivers. Terms are representative of a
fraction of incident solar power.Flamant and Olalde (1983)

*And transmission in fluidized bed
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Table 9: Summary of the main highlights for packed and fluidized beds for different
thermal energy storage forms and temperatures.
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